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IN TR ODUCT I CN 

~'lith the transfer of po,~er by the British to 

the Natiooal Congress and Muslim League in August 1947, 

there arose simultaneously a number of problem's in 

India and .Pakistan. Some of the problems were of 

immediate and some of far reaching consequences. The 

rivalry between the leaders of both the country was 

nothing but an extension of the pre-partitioo days 

conflicts. The ideological conflict between the political 

parties during the pre-partitioo days turned into a 

political cooflict bet~€en India and Pakistan. As the 

two parties came to power in their respective countries, 

the Muslim league's urge for parity with the Congress was 

transformed into Pakistan's urge for parity with India. 

Soon after the !):l rti tion, India and Pakistan were 

actiyely interested in safeguarding and promoting their 

national interest vis-a-vis the national interest of 

the other country. This ultimately led to the framing 

of policies from their respective points of view which 

were contradictory to each other. 

Right from its inception, Pakistan followed a policy 

of confrontation with India through various stages which 

became manifest in various ways. Despite a common past 



and a commcn heritage witr.. India, Pakistan soan indul

ged in such acts as created problems for India. These 

acts added fuel to the alre::.c1y existing tensicns and 

furth8r embittered the relation:::;hip betv-1een the two 

countries which cou.ld not be harmonised despite bilateral 

negot.iations. 

The normali saticn of In do_.f'ak re latioo s was a 

major issue for both India and Pakistan, but for the 

latter country it assumed extraordinary importance in 

the sense that it was a central factor in the formation 

of its policy on other issues. Paki8tan's relationship 

with ot.l-.ter countries even depended upon their posi ticn 

oo Indo-Pak dis:P-ltes • 

.Pakistani .[eaders had the idea that coogress 

leaders accepted partiticn with great reservations. 

These leaders were misled to·believe that Indian leaders 

were expecting that the newly created state of Pakistan 

would not survi·.re and would consequently re-unite with 

India. 

The Kashmir issue was a major problem b~.:at not the 

en ly problem in the normalisaticm of Indo-Pak relatioos. 

Kashmir was a symptom of the disease, the disease being 

fear, mistr.1st and suspicirn of India created by the leaders 



of Pakistan in t~e mi.•·1ds of its people. Kashmir is not 

the cause of dispute, rather helps the Pakistani leaders 

to g.i ve a rationale to their hostility towards India 

and channe lise their hate-Indi.a campaign from within 

the country a~d thereby maintaining their hold over the 

:;;:e ople. 

The situatioo was further aggravated by Pakistan •s 

alliance with the United States of America and subsequently 

receiving arms from it. Pakistan's arms acquisitioo fran 

a super power, which has its global and regional i::nplica

tions, increased the subcontinental tensioos to a con

siderable extent. The constant arms supply to Pakistan 

by the :JSA since the day both the coontries entered 

into an alliance can never be considered in isolation. 

Steady flO"VI of weapons, especially sophisticated weapons, 

to Pakistan is bound to have repercussioos which affects 

India. Dragging a super pcr,~r into a mutt1al ccnf lict 

never helps in solving the problem, rather it escalates 

·tensicns. The reasons for supply of arms to Pakistan 

by the USA has global dimensions frcm the American point 

of view, whereas it is purely regional consideration 

that guides Pakistan to receive more and more arms. Despite 

many ups and downs Pakistan has maintained its strategic 
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relaticns with the U.s.A. In the recent years, with 

the changed gee-strategic significance of Pakistan due 

to Afghan crisis, Pakist~n has acquired immense impor

tance in the U.s. foreign policy framework. This has 

resulted in supply of most sophisticated weapcns to 

Pakistan by the U.S.A. 

Starting f r Q'n the day when both the U • S • and 

Pakistan entered into military alliance, till the present 

day arms supply to Pakistan ·has crnstantly created 

suspicicn and worries in India. Acquisiticn of weapcns 

by the hostile neighbour, whose hostility has clearly 

been manifested in two major wars, is bound to have grave 

implicaticns for the security of India \vhich consequently, 

has to join the arms race in the subcontinent. 

Some pertinent questions arise at this point of 

di scussicn. What euuld be the ratiooale behind the U.s 

supply of arms to Pakistan~ when the U.s. is clearly 

aware of India's reaction to it? Why Pakistan is in 

constant search of arms which is quantitatively and quali

tatively much higher than its requirements? What are the 

implications of such arms supply for the Indian sub

continent in general and lhdia in particular? 



The present work makes a modest attempt to 

analyse these questicns. The period under discussion 

starts with the year 1971 when both India and Pakistan 

fought bitterly, and there was a clear•tilt• in the 

U .3. action favouring Pakistan. 'rhis was the tl me when 

the u.s. clearly manifested its inclination towards 

Pakistan and hence it is considered a major landmark in 

the history of u.s.- India -Pakistan relationship. 

Starting from this date the discussion stretches upto 
• 

1984. In the 1980s, the arms supplyto Pakistan by the 

u.s. has reached a new height and hence needs an analysis. 

Though the work aims at analysing the U •S .. arms 

aid to Pakistan, it does not go into the quantitative 

detail3. What the work aims at is to analyse the politics 

that guided the U.s. supply of weapoos to Pakistan fran 

1971 to 1984. The strategic coosideratioo of the u.s. 

and the political motivation of Pakistan involved in the 

arms supply is the matter of discussion. Hence, the 

discussion is more on a theoretical plane than on data 

level. 

As the whole work is more or less oo a theoretical 

level, a start with the theoretical analysis of arms transfer 

as such seemed imi,:erative. Hence the first chapter deals 
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with arms transfer as such and its various components. 

Trends and implications of arms transfer is also discussed 

in this,chapter. Finally a discussicn an the history 

and developrrent of arms transfer has been attempted at. 

Due to the said importance of the year 1971, the 

second chapter deals with a period that begins with 1971. 

The discussicn in this chapter extends till the year 1977, 

when there was a change in leadership in both the U.s .A. 

and Pakistan. Starting with a backdrop of u.s. Pakistan 

strategic relations the discussion extends to the 1971 

Indo~t>ak war and the oft·-criticised U.s. 'tilt' towards 

Pakistan. Imposi tioo of embargo on arms supply .. to 

Pakistan and its subseq-.~ent lift and the politics tha·t 

operated behind it are matters of discussion in this 

chapter. 

The change in the leadership in both the U.S.A. 

and Pakistan in the year 1977 and the tussle between both 

the countries over various issues are dealt in the third 

chapter. The Afghan crisis which revived the declining 

U.s .-Pak relationship and took it to a maximum height is 

major point of discussion in this chapter. This chapter 

deals with the quantitative aspect to a greater extent 

because to understand the height that the U.s .-Pak relaticr 

ship has attained, one needs to under stand the nature of 
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sophisticatioo of the weapons supplied to Pakistan by 

the u.s.A. Once the clangerous effects of these sophis

ticated weapons are discussed, it would be easier to 

guage the grave implications it has for India. 

Finally, in the c<nclusion, a reappraisal of 

the whole situation is made. The justifiability of the 

threat ferceptioos of Pakistan, which seems to be the 

rationale behinds tits arms acquisition, is verified. 

Along with it, the implications, of constant arms 

supply to Pakistan, for India is discussed. 

Innurrerable literature has core out on the issue 

which is dealt in this work. Though a lot of books and 

articles have been consulted for a general view, 

concentraticn has been made mainly en news parer clippings. 

'As the topic is a matter of everyday importance, 

a consultatioo with everydayes news seemed necessary. 

A last word about the table given. Thoogh they 

have not been referred to in the di ssertatioo directly, 

they are not out of context. A study of these tables would 

help in improving the understanding on this topic. 



C H APT E R-I 

TRENDS lN ARMS AID AND TRADE AND ITS IMPLICATICNS 
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In a thoroughly crisis-ridden world, conflicts 

occur at global levels and also at local levels. 

Super-power hegemony also plays a pivotal role in 

determining the relation ship between v ar ioos natioos. 

The division of the globe into major blocs, hegemcnised 

by super-powers j s perpetuating the conflicts between 

smaller countries, whereby the vested interests of the 

big powers are served. Many instr'.J.Irents exist by means 

of which the great powers create allies. Arms transfer 

has become an important instr•.1ment in this con text. 

Arms transfer. no doubt, is now an important and pivotal 

sub-system in the existing set of multiple relations among 

natioos. It has formed the basis, to a very great 

extent of the contemporary international power and 

diplomacy. In the light of the rate at which militarisa-

ticn of naticn-states is taking place, arms industry 

has become one of the fastest growing sectors of world 

ecoocmy. 

of 
While ackno--.tledging the importanee·/ arms transfer 

cne finds it imperative to have a lQJok at the meaning of 

the term and its historical developnent. Arms transfer 
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is a multifaceted phenomena. frle can describe, broadly 

the overall pattern of arms transfer by two terms 

signifying two typas of transactic:ns; arms trade and arms 

aid. But considering the ambiguo..ts nature of various 

arms transactioo, ooe certainly finds it difficult: 

to define the exact boundaries of these two terms. 

Arms trade as a means of arm transfer 

Arms trade, to put it simply, is the process 

through which manufacturers se 11 their We a pens in the 

international arms market. There is a strong competitioo 

between the different producers of arms for markets in 

the now-producing regions of the world. 

So far as the process of arms trade is concemed, 

an the interac~ian level, these may be described as 

(a) Primary -Producer and Primary-Producer-turned

consumer Relationship; (b) Primary-Producer-consumer 

Re latiooship; (c) Consumer-turned-seccndary-t>roducer 

and consumer Relaticnship.1 It is useful to distinguish 

between the trade among developed countries, that cernes 

l. Harpeet Mahajan, Arms Transfer To India Pakistan and 
The Third World (New Delhi, 1982), p. 2. 
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under category •a• and trade with developing countries 

that caness under category 1 b•. Trade amongst the develop

ing countries. as sane of the developing countries have 

established domestic arms industries and have become 

suppliers of arms to other less developed countries, 

comes under the last category. The basis of trade, 

of the flrst category. is different from the secood. 

Most of the developed ccuntries have the expertise 

to develop and produce modern weapcns but for various 

reasons, primarily economic, most of them do not maintain 

completely independent arms industries. Nevertheless, 

the developmant and producticn of weapoos, if ooly en a 

small scale and confined to a narrow range of weapcns, 

is widespread. As a result there is a substantial 

amount of mutual trade. Further, the arms trade between 

developed countries, like super powers and industrialised 

naticns depends upon alliance system, for example NATO 

alliance, headed by the United States. Similarly, 

after world War II, west Germany and Japan were devasted 

and needed Amer·ican protection and economic assistance. 

These countries imported arms initially as it was cheaper. 

Gradually, they assimilated it with their own production 

and developed indegenous ones. The pattern here is one 
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of seeking to develop weapons by cne or more dqninant 

countries of a group or regicn who could exploit the 

potentialities of a fairly lucrative market bound by 

treaties and alliances. In this group each cQ.lntry 

constitutes by itself a relatively sma 11 market but 

cumulatively it is a market of considerable significance, 

both by reason of its direct arms sale potential as 

well as by the indirect help that arms transactions 

can provide in negotiating other lucrative deals such 

as oil, uranium, iron ore etc.-2 

In the communist bloc countries also the pattern is 

almost similar, though among them, considerable disparity 

exist which renders Soviet Union as the exclusive arms -

produci.\"lg country. In the post-war period the East 

Euro~an countries have developed their arms industries 

mostly by Soviet help. Soviet Unicn, in order to keep 

pace with the United States in the global arms race, has 

to sell old and obsolete weapons and has to produce more 

sophisticated and new weapons. The viability of producing 

sophisticated weapons depends upon the availability 

of a market. And the East European allies provide a 

2. Col. B. Rama Rao, "Arms Transfe.r", Seminar No. 202, 
June 1976, P• 28. 
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convenient market for the sale of Soviet weapons. 

Arms trade of course is not necessarily ccnfined to 

allied ccuntries. Countries, acting as cli~nts 

of super powers, purchase arms to serve the global 

interests of super powers as well as their own regional 

interests. 

In contrast to the trade in weapons amcng developed 

countries, the trade with developing countries is almost 

exclusively one-way. It is this trade which has 

attracted most attention both because, to a large extent, 

it represents an extension of the ccnf lict between East 

and r11est and because the weaPQls supplied have been exten

sively used.3 When we look back, we find almost all t~e 
armed conflicts, that have occured since World War II, 

have been in the third World and the weapcns that were 

used in these wars came mostly from the industrialised 

countries. Of course, one just can't say that all the 

ccnflicts were due to supply of arms,. but 1 t is equally 

incorrect to say that such activity has prevented con

flict. The developing countries, or the Third World has 

been a major market for the developed countries to se·ll 

arms. Of course, due to worsened economic situation in 

many Third World countries and the saturation of imports 

3. Frank Barnaby and Roo.ald Huisken, Arms Uncontrolled 
(Cambridge, Massachussetts and London : SIPRI 
Publication, 1975), P• 32. 
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in same client,countries, the rate of arms import by 

the Third World countries has declined remarkably in 

recent years. Statistics for arms imports reveal 

among other things, the following facts 1 

1. About two-thirds of the total trade 

during 1980-84 consists of arms imports by 

the Third World. 

2. The rate of growth of Third World arms 

imports has fluctuated ccnsiderably. k.,rom 

1965-69 to 1970-74, the volume rose by 60 

percent; it rose by 230 percent during the 

boom in 1975-79. But from then to the 

current :period, 1980-84, the rate of growth 

is only about 4-5 percent. 

3. During the ~st few years, the absolute 

decline in arms imports is most pronounced 

in Africa and the Far East. In other regions 

arms imports are fairly constant or slowly 

rising, depending en the time period· chosen. 

4 •. The six highest ranking Third World arms

importing countries -E~pt, Syria, India, Iraq, 

Libya and Saudi Arabia - account for more 

than 50 per cent of all Third World arms 

imports. 

5. The NATO countries imported about twice as many 

weapons, in terms of volume, during 1980-84 

than did the WTO countries. 4 

4. Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, 
Year Book, 1985, PP• 350-1. 
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While operating at various levels - arms trade 

takes place in various ways. The ways described below 

mainly c~cern the trade within develo:r.ed and developing 

countries. Arms trade is conducted by sale of arms 

which is supposed to be licensed sale. selling of arms 

to alliance bloc members. as discussed earlier, to 

strengthen the friendship is always in use. Further • 

resale of surplus ar obsolete weapons enable the bigger 

power to produce modern and sophisticated weapons. 

Private companies, dealing with arms, also operate in the 

international market. Sometimes the inosurgent forces 

in certain countries get arms thrcugh contraband or 

stolen shipments. During wars, weapons are generally 

captured-and are then sold to the interested parties. 
Soviet 

such as the sale of /weapons to the US and so oo. 

Arms aid as a means of Arms transfer 

As mentiooed earlier arms aid is also an integral 

component of arms transfer, though no water tight 

divisicn can be made between arms aid and arms trade 

because of the complex! ties, ambiguities and secrecy that 

surroonds arms transfer. Still then, cne needs to 

analyse arms aid as such. to get a clear picture of arms 

transfer. Arms aid, in common par lance. means transfer of 
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resources - weapons, technology and finances - frcm the 

donor cou1try to the recipient. Arms aid as the term 

signify, is usually associated with developing countries. 

Needy countries belooging to scme alliances also receive 

arms from other countries en aid basis. In the· pre

World War I era, military assistance was mostly commer

cial and the whole process was taking place through 

commercial transaction. Tile concept of arms aid gained 

prominence at the time of World War II when the United 

States initiated massive military supply programmes u~der 

lf!nd-Lease agreement. This policy of land Lease was 

extended to forty two countries including the UK, the 

.Commoowealth, the USSR and France. During this period, 

Great Britain, was fast loosing her colonies and due 

to her inability requested the US to take over her mili

tary aid commitrrents to Greece and Turkey. Tilis was the 

beginning of military aid prograllU're as we know them 

today. The advent of cold war and its overwhelming 

influence on international relatioos changed the situaticn. 

The United states was then the emerging su:p=r power trying 

to ge,t hold of as many countries under the policy of 

global containment. The only viable sector by which the 

United States and her allies felt threatened was the 
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communist block. headed by the Soviet Union. This made 

the United State fee). the need of building up the 

military strength of ltke minded countries in Europe 

which could resist COinm\1ni~'t ~~xpa'lsicn. Hence various 

alliance groups was formed under the leadership of the 

United States. NATO, CENTl, SENrO were the results 

of such efforts. By these t~eaties, the u.s. took up .. 
the charge of aiding and assL•ting her treaty partners 

with military and eccnomic assi.1tance. Thus one may to a 

great extent, trace the origin oE military assistance 

as now under stood and practised, to the needs of U.s. 

5 foreign policy. 

Arms aid also operates at various levels and 

through various ways. To enable the recipient c~try 

to get military aid, military grants are sanctiOOt.'d, 

3Ubsidies or sale of arms at discount prices, or en 

c.t:edits are given. Military equipnents are given as 

git7t.s also. Supplies on a no-prcfit no-loss basis or 

at n arket rates are also made. Further, the sales coulc: 

be sttictly against cash payment or on a deferred payment 

arran~ement. Military assistance also includes lending or 

leasin<;; of equipnents. Training military personnels of 

5. Col. B. Rama Rao, op.cit., P• 27. 
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the aid-receiving cOJ.ntry is another kind of militarY 

aid. The donor cOlntry may also establish training 

centres in the recipient c_oontry. The den or also helps 

the recipient coontry in building rni li tary - adminis-

trative infrastructures like airfields, ports etc. 

Military aid · also operates among the dev~loped coun

tries where it is m":f..nly in the form of technological 

assistance, to develop\the recipient:•s arms industries. 

Sale of designs;process details and manufacturing 

data, in some case, certain essential scientific material 

and sub-assemblies helps in the above process. Arms 

aid, as we have seen, need not always mean transfer 

of arms as such. A weapon system can be produced in the 

recipient country under license or can be locally assem-

bled from the parts supplied by the supplier country. 

If two countries find identification in their political 

and military requirements, they can embark upon co-develop-
6 ment arrangements. This kind of mutual assistance can 

also be called arms assistance. Co-productioo and 

joint prOduction allows the recipient to enter the foreign 

market at minimum investment and give his goods the 

protection of trade mark. 

6. This usually takes place among countries belcnging 
to a particular military block. This helps in the 
enhancement of quality and quantity of weapon produc
tioo by means of standardisiatioo and avoiding duplica
tioo. 
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Military aid in a comprehensible sense is practised 

and is affordable only by the super powers. The USA and the 

USSR supply weapcns primarily for political and military 

reasons : to secure military bases or a measure of influ-

ence over the policies of the recipient country. For some 

lesser powers, but highly industrialised, like the UK, 

France arms aid means arms sale. The rationale for arms sale .• 

for these counttd::·es is mainly commercial. The cost of 
.,.~ ' .. 

fa!: more rapidly than the total quantity of resources \'lhich

these countries have been able to comnit to military uses ... 

Hence, commercial gain guide such kind of arms :transfers. 

Implication of arms transfer 

Arms· transfer perpetuates the disparity between 

the donor and the recipient. It is a fact that it is 

a deficiency in requisite quality and ~~antity of arms, 

notwithstanding the p~pose of requirement, propels a 

country to go for arms p.u-chase or grant. This process in 

due course gives very conveneitnly an upperhand to the 

dooor .country. So, while donating arms, the den or cOW'ltry 

is guided by multiple motivations and implications. 

The very process of arms transfer carries with it some 

serious implicatioos. 
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Rivalries between countries definitely get accelera

ted by arms trade and aid and produces many consequent 

reacticns. Arms acquisiticn by a particular country acts as 

a catalyst in increasing suspicion and tension among its 

rival countries~ and thus makes it imperative for the 

rival countries to go for arms import and the final result 

reads to a bitter arms race. Constant arms acquisiticn 

keeps alive the mul~lhranistic idea that wars an inevitable. 7 

Rival countries are always constantly desirous of main

taining military balance among themselves and hence 

competitive arms build-up takes place. Thus 1 arms transfer 

as such is quite a destablising factor and certainly 

disturbs the equilibrium amongst the countries of a 

_particular region. 

The attempt to hegemcnise other countries by the 

super powers gets reinforced by arms transfer. This process 

of arms supply ultimately gives scope to the dcnor coun-

tries to exercise control over recipients in a variety of 

wayse The decisioo of the donor country regarding the 

quantum of arms that is to be supplied determines indirectly. 

the size of military set-up of the recipient country. 

7. Philip Noet Barker. The Arms Race {London. 1958) • p. 74. 
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Not ooly the quantum, but the quality as well, is directly 

proportional to the size and effectiveness of the armed 

forces of the recipient country. The more sophisticated 

is the arms flow to the recipient country the more 

effective its armed force becomes. 
I 

The rate at which the recipient country• s armed 

force is to be developed is ccntingent upoo. the rate of 

flow of supplies. The process of making the armed forces 

more effect! ve also gets accelerated if the arms supply 

from the foreign country is regular or increases regularly. 

The dcnor country prescribes the scale of replenish-

rnent with regard to the recipient country. · This determines 

the degree of utility of imported equipnent of the recipient 

country and would be a determining factor governing the 
the 

battle worthiness of/ recipient• s forces. 

The arms imported by a particular country can't be 

used to the optimum, from the operaticnal stand point, 

unless there is logistic support, in this regard,,fran 

the donor country. By determining the extent of .logistic 

support that a recipient cOU."ltry gets or is allowed to set up in 

the recipient country 

DISS 
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of imported equipnent is closely controlled. 8 This 

logistic support would include provisicn of spares for 

immediate maintenance or replacement. repairs and 

overhaul of equipnent as needed by technology involved in 

particular items of equipnents and facilities for moving 

equipnent from units to the logistic maintenance area. 

As menticned earlier • without the help of the dcnor 

country. the recipient country would be in no positicn to 

use the acquired arms properly· and therefore will be unable 

to utilise them to the maximum. Training doctrines and 

material could be considered as "soft ware" in relation to 

equipnent hardware. Denial of former can render the latter 

infructuous. Ccnstant interaction with the army of the 

recipient country by means of training enables the dQ)or 

country to cast its influence en the army and mould its view 

to a considerable extent. The donor country. in course of 

time succeeds in converting the views of a secticn of the 

elite of the recipient country ro international military and 

political situation towards 1 ts desirable direction so that 

it (the donor) can create a lobby of it own. 

The quantity and quality of arms procured by a country 

is also guided by the terms made regarding the mode of payment 

8. Col. B. Rama Rao, op,cit., P• 30. 
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Developing countries usually go for arms aid or purchase 

arms oo credit basis, both short..oterm and long-term. 

The donor country usually dictates the terms of payment 

taking into consideration the economic, political and 

strategic importance of the country. 

Certain special measures are taken by the supplier 

of arms so as to control the supplied nations. Very 

often arms industries in the recipient country act as 

assembling industries where semi-processed i terns from 

foreign countries are assembled and weapons are manufactured. 

Withholding of key sub-assemblies or certain semi-processed 

items could freeze production in the recipient country. 

Arms transfer, of course, helps the recipient country 

in maintaining a viable domestic defence industry. Longer 

producticn runs reduce the producticn costs per unit and 

R&D expenditure. It also allows the development of an indus

trial base, and helps the supplier countries in getting rid 

of obsolete arms thereby enhancing their own technological 

developnents. Further, it helps the supplier in maintaining 

its domestic arms industry when there is inadequate demand 

for weapons at home. 
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Thus arms aid and trade are very important 

factors in foreign policy decisions and are effective 

levers in regulating recipient• s posture towards 

internatiooal affairs. States, totally dependent upoo. 

foreign arms aid are totally ccntrolled by the dcnor 

who could either escalate or reduce tensions in those areas, 

accar ding to its own can vend.en:ce. 

Ole , important factor that gets severely retarded 

by the present day arms trade is economic growth of the 

recipient country. This is a phenomencn from which· almost 

all the developing countries suffer. Acquisitioo of arms 

require large outlays. Hence a considerable amotmt of 

expenditure, is deverted towards defence in an otherwise 

underdeveloped economy. Military expenditures create pur

chasing power and effective demand but do not create 

an offsetting increase in immediate consumable output or 

in productive capacity to ~et future requirements. 

Thus the expenses have an inflationary effect on the 

economy. Total military expenditure in the post-war 

period has been roughly equal to the 1975 GNP for the entire 

world which is greater than 5 times the GNP of all' develop

ing countries and which is equal to an investment of 
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of $1500 for every man, woman and child, and equal to 

15 years income for the average Indian.9 

Factors guiding__arms acquisition 

After describing briefly the factors influencing 

the supply of weapoos briefly, a look at the demand side 

is needed where the picture seems to be more ccmplex owing 

to the large n~mber of recipients with varying social 

structures, ethnic divisions, and historica 1 backgrounds. 

It is h<Mever possible to detect some common factors in 

the requirement of weapons. These requirements often find 

their source in some form of conflict in its broadest sense. 

A look at the world history says that nations are created 

artificially. No state's boW1dary is fixed strictly, 

with due regard to the geographical, ethnic or historical 

coosiderations. Hence, internal divisicns are always 

prevalent in all states. After decolanisation also we find 

a sudden change in many newly liberated states which has led 

to societal, political and eccnomic instability lnside 

the country. While discussing the motivations behind the 

demands for weapoos by developing countries, one need. to 

keep these factors in mind. 

9 • Harpeet Mahaj an, op.ci t., P• 109. 
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Military requirements is the primary reason for 

arms acquisitioo. To tackle with the external and 

internal conflict arms are needed. In case of armed 

conflict, the demand for t,teapans is the highest. The 

six highest ranking Third World arms-importing countries 

during 1980-84 are Egypt, Syria, Iraq, India, Ldbya and 

Saudi J\.rabia
10

and all of them arf~ ccnflict ridden.11 

Seccndly" f;.ometirnes acquisitioo of arms helps in 
.... "'· 

"d 

building up natiooalism by uniting divisive groups and 

by affirmin9 national identity. In the days of colonialism 

the colonies fought for independence led by parties which 

were usually mass parties. These parties, though united 

for one purpose, that is struggle for independence, had 

divisions which cropped up after independence on various 

lines. Whenever there is a challenge to national unity 

and integrity the national leaders always refer to nationalism. 

Because armed forces represent ane of the main attributes 

of independence, the acquisition of arms by the armed 

force inspi:ces the natiooalistic feeling of people and 

helps cementing the divisions ~ithin 'that state. Of course 

10. SIPRI, Year Book 1985, p. 351. 

11. Countries in the Middle East are engaged in a war with 
Israel. So is the case with India, which, though not 
engaged in war, is constantly endangered by hostile 
neighbours. 
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this as1~ct of arms acquisition is not totally independent 

of the previous aspect. Often,. the appeal to nationalism 

is associated with an external conflict. For example, 

the conflict with Israel is one aspect of the commitment 

to Arab nationalism,. and the conflict with the white 

dominant regimes in Africa is an integral part of the 

African coocept of true independence. 

Another important factor behind arms acquisiticn 

that needs attenticn is the role of armed forces. The 

extent to which arms are required to affirm natiooality 

is dependent upon the role played by the armed forces. The 

· armed forces in some c<)lntri es, have become the most 

important element of the new and growing middle class, rep

resenting modernity, educational advancement and technical 

skills. This role is associated with the cc:ncept of 

nationality. The possession of weapcns,. in a circular 

fashion can intensify ~e factors which- brought about their 

acquisiticn. Thus arms may increase the risk of ccnflict1 

strengthen national unity and enhance the political positioo 

of _the armed forces. 

While analysing the trends in the flow of weapcns,. 

it becomes clear that the interests of the great powers 

are the most important single determinant. This explains 

the big rise in arms supplies at the end of fifties. In 

fact1 the number of conflicts did not increase remarkably. 
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Several African nations achieved inde:t:endence, but their 

arms imports were relatively low. The rise occurred 

because the USA was sending large ~~antities of weaPOns to 

South Korea, Taiwan, Greece and Turkey and because 

competi ti.cn bet'l!reen the two great pov.rer s intensified as 

the USSR entered the market. 

Now one can detect five broad interrelated factors 

as determinants of the flow of weapcns a the requirement 

factors - conflict, nationalism, and the· role of the armed 

forces - and the two resource factors - the size of foreign 

exchange earning and the interest of the USSR and USA. 12 

Arms trade also has become instrwrental in the spread 

of modern sophisticated weapons to the Third world. In 

a particular region, the military requirements of different 

countries are highly interdependent. Hence arms acquisi ticn 

by a single country compel~ the adjoining naticns to go for 

acquisition of comparable weapons. 

The character of arms trade has undergcne tremendous 

change since World War II. Immediately after World war II. 

arms trade was predcrninantly in surplus war materials. This 

was soon superseded by supply of weapons, rendered obsolete 

12. :&.,rank Bamaby and Rcnald Hui sken, op .cit •• p.42. 
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by the rapia pace of technology in the main producing 

ccuntries. But now it is the day of sot:histicated weaponries. 

Most up-to-date weapons and eqJipments are available for 

export and, indeed, are aggressively marketed. 

The sOphisticated weapons are available to the 

recipient ccuntr ies immediately frcm the super powers 

and this an the other hand serves the political interest 

of the big powers~ But ecooomic pressures forces arms 

producing countries like the UK, E'rance to export every 

conventicnal weapoo system in producticn or under develop

ment. 

So far a cooceptual analysis of arms trade and 

aid and their implicatioos has been attempted. A discussicn 

on the history of arms trade and the gradual involvement of 

the USA and the USSR as suJ:er powers leading to present day 

arms race seems imperative. 

Development of Arms Trade 

The development of arms industry can be traced 

back to 14th century. With the introduction of gun powder 

new weapons were made in Europe. IrQ'l guns and brooze 

guns were beginning to be used in the early 14th century. 
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Iron was cheaper than brooze. Manufacture of brcnze 

guns was dependent upcn the availability of copper and tin. 

By the second half of the 14th century,· canncns had deve

loped in We stem Europe - Italy, England, France, Germany 

and Sw•eden. Initially the artisans were either hired for 

definite periods of time or they produced guns CJl 

specific orders. Later en, governments established 

permanent arsenals, worked by permanent staff an temporarily 

hired experts. 

Though ir en guns were cheaper than the bronze guns, 

iron guns were more prone to rusting and accidents. With 

the expansicn of armies, navies and overseas exploraticn, 

demand for cannons increased rapidly, followed by technolo

gical advancement in this field. As war became inevitable 

with France, the English arms industries started producing 

developed gun whose demand went up in the continent. The 

British trade and overseas expansicn further increased 

the demand. But greater state control affected this gun

trade. In other parts of Europe ccnstant effort was being 

carried out for improvements of guns. Gun foundaries were 

founded in many parts of Europe like Sweden, Russia, Germany 

etc. Due to civil var and the disinterest of the nobility 
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and church, arms aindustries progressed in France only 

in the second half of the 18th century. 

By the middle of 17th century, the European armies 

became quite formidable equipped in the improved muskets, 

baycnets, guns, grenades and bombards. Even the ncn

Europeans like the countries in the Middle East and Africa, 

due to their close vicinity to Europe, absorbed the European 

artillery technology which was yet in its initial phases; 

But in contrast to the light field artillery in western 

Europe, the non~Europeans, like the Turks used large gu s. 

In India and China metalic guns had been developed 

before the middle of 14th century, following the use of 

gun powders, rocket missiles etc. 

The ccntacts with the Europeans made the weapcns a 

highly prized cornmodi ty of exchange. The Europeans were at 

first reluctant to teach the techniques of their weapons. 

Sane time they taught the ncn -Europeans such techniques in 

exchange for pepper, good brass. ordnances. ·etc. In the East, 

though the Chinese made slow progress, the Japanese were 

more quick at adopting and learning new technology. 

Nevertheless, the Europeans retained their superiority. 

Till 18th century arsenal manufacture remained under 

state control. Important changes affecting the arms industry 
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took place in the late 18th and 19th centuries. With the 

start of Industrial Revolution, quantitative producticn 

of weapcns increased in order to keep ·the large armies 

well-equipped. 

The Industrial Revoluticn brought about a qual! tative 

change in the we a pens. Innovations and improvements 

increased as progress was made in chemistry, in mechanics. 

metallurgy, optics and associated science which led to 

the production of refined and sophisticated weapcns. 13 

Along with the quantitative and qualitative change 

of weapcns, due to progress in science. the change in the 

economic system in Europe, by which the principle of 

"Laissez faire" became dominant, triggered off the arms 

trade. Private trade flourished during trds time. By the 

end of 19th century most of the arms trade was primarily 

in the hands of private manufacturers and dealers. Arms 

industry was amongst the first few industries to acqUire 

an international character. Arms trade was carried out by 

different industries in collaboration with foreign industrie~~ 

Towards the end of the 18th century and in 19th century 

most of the arms trade was with the European powers who were 

13. 

14. 

For a detailed discussion an the history of arms trade 
see J.~.c. Fuller. Armament and History (New Delhi, 1971). 
chap. VI -VIII. 

See George Thayer, War Business ~ The International 
Trade in Armaments {New York, 1969) • 
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either engaged in overseas expansion or involved in 

Europe an wars • 

But gradual intensification of arms trade led 

different countries to decide about some regulatiens of 

arms trade. Under the Brussels Act of 1890, for the first 

t.irne, thirteen European states, USA, Iran, Zan~ibar and 

C·.ongo free state attempted to regulate the f lovt of· arms 

and ammunition to the African states to protect the 

aborig.inal population and to put an end to the crimes 

endangered by slave trade •
15 

However the major focus 

en arms trade came after World \iar ·I as public opinioo 

and the major powers became ccncerned with the problems of 

peace and world order. The League of Nations as well as 

different international bodies attempted to regulate the arms 

trade and remove its evil effects thereby. Different 

countries started meeting at conferences to discuss the arms 

trade. The result of these changes was the transformation 

of the nature of arms trade to some extent. By putting 

restrictiens, the governments got a better ccntrol over arms 

transfer than the private manufacturers and dealers, though 

the latter retained considerable autonomy in this sPhere wh~ch 

is proved by the lack of effectiveness of embargoes Pit en 

arms trade during the inter war period. Qnly after World 

15. SIPRI, The Arms Trade With the Third World (Stockholm; 
Almqvist and Wiksell, 1971), p. 90. · 



War II, did the arms trade pass into the hands of the 

states. In fact arms trdde received a sharp increase 

only when decolonisatioo took place. Decolonisation in 

Asia and Africa encouraged arms trade. Arms aid became 

an official policy of the donor countries in the post

war period. Arms trade got a further impetus from the 

East West rivalry between world capitalism and socialism 

en the cne hand and from the increas.L'ig needs of Third 

World countries on the other. 

After decolanisation, the newly liberated countries 

sti 11 depended upoo the developed countries in political, 

ecooomic, administrative and military spheres. They 

had to depend upcn the colooial po~:rers for arms supply. The 

organisation of the army and its dependence en the West 

for training and equipnent continued the link between the 

developing and developed countries. 

In the post World war II period, along with decolonisa

ticn, the power str•.1cture in the international scenario 

changed ccnsiderably. Traditicnal colonial masters like 

the UK, France lost the.ir centro! over their colooies. 

The United States which so far followed a policy of 

isolaticoism, now embarked upcn a policy of global ccntain

ment. The United States of Anerica was fast emerging as 
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the new super po'l.-ier ccntrolling the World econcmy 

and politics to a very great extent. The Americans 

were quite apprehensive about the spread of communism and 

tried to curb the Soviet influence in the world politics. 

Further some of the Third World countries went to 

the folds of the USSR. Thus the policy of ccntaining 

Soviet influence in Europeand the Third World Countries 

was the beginning of the US ccmmitment abroad. To 

widen the strategic options, access to bases an foreign 

soil became an important consideration for the US 

foreign policy. 

The US policy for the transfer of arms was outlined 

during the second World War, under the lend-lease pro

gramme. Military assistance later became a basic post~ar 

policy beginning with aid to Greece and Turkey, the n 

NATO alliance with Europe, Iran and the South East Asia -

China, Philippines and Korea. Europe alone received 59.68% 

of the total military aid between 1951 and 1958: there

after its share declined.16 Till the early 1960s USA 

gave a way most of the weapons to the ~third World 

countries. Under the Military Assistance Programme (MAP) 

the us helped the Allies to acquire modern and sophisticated 

16. Harold A. Hoorey, United States Military Assistance& 
A Study of Policies and Practices (New York: Praeger, 
1965) p. 76. 
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weapoos. All the basic principles guiding the US policy 

of arms transfer stem from its economic, political. 

ideological and strategic interest. The object of military 

as well as econooaic assistance programmes of the US to the 

Third World have been to create a friendly and anti

communist lobby in the Third World and thereby getting 

access to foreign military basis and raw materials. 

Arms sttl'Plie s have become a part of its policy to achieve 

these object! ves. The US was able to establish an exten.,.. 

sive network of bases as a result of its links with the 

Allies and through aid re lations!lips. 

The natural corollary of the US interest in the Third 

world was its interest in South Asia. Its relationship with 

Pakistan and the resulting discontent in India are the 

matters of discussion these days. The reasons behind U.s. 

interest in Pakistan and its implications for India 

are discussed in subse~~ent chapters. 



C H A P T E R II 

THE U .. s. ARMS AID TO PAKISTAN 

{ 1971 - 1977) 
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The Backdrop 

The US arms policy· towards the Indian sub-continent 
' . 

is the ootgrowth of the American strategic, military and 

political interests in the region. The us strategic 

planner following a policy of global containrrent, sO<D 

realised that American interest would be best served 

if Pakistan were converted into one of their trustful 

allies. The importance of Pakistan, as it is today also, 

to American policy framers in early 1950s derived from 

the fear of spread of communism and the apprehensiOn that 

the global balance of power may tilt towards the Soviet 

Union and the People's Republic of China. Pakistan's 

geostrategic significance in the fulfilment of US oil 

interests in the Persian Gulf and the extension of its 
Sooth 

political interest and influe1ce inLAsia, South-west Asia, 

Middle East were important considerations that were taken 

into account by the American strategic planners while 

evolving a policy towards Pakistan. Pakistan's strategic 

location, on the boundary of both USSR ahd China, made 

it imperative for the USA to include it (Pakistan) in 

its policy .--of global containment. Increase in Pakistan • s 

military capability was seen as a natural corollary of 

the U.s. global power equation. Being a countr.I in the 
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right location at the right time, Pakistan thus emerged 

to have utility for U.s. policy. It was a marriage 

of convenience but cne that both partners sought quite 

eagerly, at first. 1 

A close analysis of the Pak-uS relationship 

reveals that this relationship has been based an different 

objectives and priorities. Both the countries have 

come closer but with different objectives. E.ver since the 

state of Pakistan was carved out of the state of India in 

1947, relation between the two countries have swung by a 

set of constant factors that stem from internal dynamics 

of the regicn and the great powers making use of the regional 

actors to further their own interests : the objectives 

have remained unchanging as also the pattern of repetitive 

hostile behaviour which persists amidst the changing 

international environment and the occasional attempts at 

2 rapproachment. After partition both the naticns were faced 

with a set of problems arising out of the conflict {'Ner 

status, image and the.identification of the two new states 

as two new naticns. The basic problem that Pakistan 

suffered from was the divisive pressures from its diverse 

1. Shirin Tahir-Kheli, The United States and Pakistan, 
(New York, Praeger • 19 82) • p. 2. 

2· Amit Gupta, "Pakistan's Acquisiticn of Arms : Raticnale, 
Quest and Implications for India .. , IDSA Joumal (New 
Delhi) • Vol. XIV, No. 3, January-March 1982. pp. 422-42. 
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ethnic groups. :b"'urther, Pakistan lacked any kind of 

stroog and effective political institutions. As it 

happened in. many other African and Latin American newly

liberated countries, in Pakistan also, independence was 

achieved before some kind of political coosciousnesa 

develop:!d amongst the people. Pakistan • s leadership, 

faced with secessionist tendencies and lack of popular 

support, 11attributed all kind of tendencies towards 

disintengration to constant and '[)3rsistent Indian 

3 machinaticn in this regard. 

Such kind of accusations gave the Pakistani leader-

ship sufficient ground to go for arms .ll.mport to achieve 

military parity with India. This was cnly possible by 

joining hands with a strong power. Pakistan • s quest for 

military parity with India coincided with American attempt 

to ccntain communism and its (the US) attempt to link the 

South Asian countries into Washingtcn • s global framework. 

The ot=en pronouncement by the Indian government to remain 

ncn-aligned at that time, disappointed the US government, 

whidl moved more close towards .Pakistan. Pakistan 

used its relations with the US to establish a beneficial aid 

3. Sisir Gupta, "Iqpo..Pakistan Relatioos" in Sisir Gupta 1 
India and the International System (ed.) M.S. Rajan and 
Shivaji Ganguly, New oelhi, 1981). p. 226. 
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commitment for needed military and economic assistance, 

while the us used its relationship to win the top 

bureaucrat and the newly emerged elites for its specific 

purposes within its policy of denial interests which 

refer to the ccmmunist countries by the free world for 

containment of the communism in the region. 

Pakistan's perception, so far as its· relationship 

with the us was concerned, was different from that of the 

US. The fear of communist aggressioo was only a myth 

and was the convenient \lay to divert r-eople' s attentioo 

fran domestic problems. The rationale behind iPaki stan's 

entry into military pacts is explained by Mohammad Ayub 

Khan. According to him "the crux of the problem frcm 

the very beginning was the Indian attitude of hostility 

towards us ' we had. to look for allies to secure our 

4 positicn." Hence the primary motive behind Pakistan 

joining military pacts was the illogical and baseless fear 

of possible Indian aggression. The signing of the U.s 

Pakistan Mutual Defence ~greement an May 19, 1954, soan 

followed by Pakistan•s joining South East Treaty Organisation 

(SEATO) on September 8, 1984 proves the above fact. (See 
Appendix. I and II . .;;;;f...:;o;..::r;......:;f;;..;:u;;.;l;;..l;;;.....t,;;;;e=x;..::t;.:;.)...::•~-------------

4. Mohamm~d Ayub Khan, Friends not Masters (Oxford, 1969), 
p. 154. 
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The signing of the above treaties \tli th the US and 

the canseque~t decision regarding arms supply to Pakistan 

evoked strong reactions in India. India was definitely 

against any kind of military pact to the area. India 

opposed any kind of military pact in the sub-cootinent on 

two grounds. (a) It would be detrimental to the goals 

of India's foreign policy of keeping as great an area as 

possible free from the cold war: (2) it ~10Uld create 

insuperable complications in Indom¥akistani relations and 

5 add to India's security prOblems. 

Unhindered by the criticisms frcm Indian leaders, 

public and press and even undeterred by adverse comments 

at the domestic front the US went on signing pacts with 

Pakistan. The signing of the US military pact with 

Pakistan changed the context of the problems existing re tween 

India and Pakistan. The impact of this pact was very serious 

on I ,;do-Pakistan relations particularly in respect of the 

Kashmir issue. A third party, the u.s. was brought into the 

bilateral Indo-Pakistani re latioos thereby freezing, at 

least for the time being all efforts to settle Indo-Pakistan 

disputes. Pakistan thus became a part of the foreign policy 

6 of a great power according· to the India view point. 

5. Sisir Gupta, Kashmir ~ A Study in India -Pakistan 
Relations (London: 1966), pp. 277-8. 

6. "India and Her Neighbours : Hostility on Right and Left", 
Round Table, Vol. 46 (1955-56), p. 339. 
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After joining the western military bloc, Pakistan played 

its assumed role in the cold war more against its 

unaligned neighbours rather than against bordering communist 

natioos. The newly established military relatiooship 

between the United States and Pakistan fundamentally changed 

their foreign policy orientation towards each other as well 

as towards India. This new development had its reflecticns 

in the attitude of some other countries also. The most 

important of them is the Soviet Unioo, which was; hitherto 

neutral in the sub-continental issues. The Soviet Unioo 

came out with its full-fledged support for India an 

Kashmir issue in the United Natioos. 

The u.s itself was put to a complex situaticn bythe 

military pacts with Pakistan. The u.s. did not want to 

displease either India or Pakistan. The two hostile neigh

bours were to be satisfied and this was quite a difficult 

task. Pakistan•s sole objective was to rely on the u.s. 

military aid as a deterrent against India. B•.1t the U.s. 

Administration insisted that such aid was to be used only 

against communist aggression and not against India. However. 

the USA very well knew that Pakistan was not faced with any 

cornnunist threat from within or from outside. Nevertheless, 

the USA apparently acqu~sced in the Pakistani anti-Indian 

assertions since it served the larger U.s. interests in terms 



of military bases which would be used against the Soviet 

Union or for curbing India's dominant position in South 

7 
Asia. 

Towards the beginning of 1960s there took place a 

great change in the u.s. -Pak relations. It was the 

time when Democrat John F. Kennedy became the President of 

USA. Known for his criticism against massive military aid 

to Pakistan and for his favourable attitude towards India, 

so far as arms aid is concerned, Kennedy•s election did not 

make the Pakistanis happy. Even the American Vice~resident 

Lyndon B. Johnsen along with Mrs. Jaqueline Kennedy who 

carne to India and Pakistan on a good will mission, after 

his return to the U.s. went on to say that "At President 

Kennedy• s request. I had urged I1r. Nehru to extend his 

leadership to other areas in South East. Asia u. 
8 This state-

rnent generated strong reactions and criticism from Pakistani 

frOnt. It was the u.s. military aid in November 1962.to 

India following the Chinese attack on India in October that 

year which added fuel to the Pakistani criticism of India 

and United States. The· rush of massive arms aid to India 

7. Rajvir Singh, u.s. Pakistan and India -Strategic 
Relations (Allahabad, 1985), p. 45. 

8. R.C. Gupta, U.S. Policy Towards India and Pakistan 
(Delhi. 1977). o. 16. 
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during the Chinese aggression was considered by Pakistan 

as a direct threat to its own security. Mr. Bhutto 

menticned in his book 'Myth of Independence • an exaggerated 

amount of aid given to India and said '1i t threatened the 

territorial integrity of Pakistan••.9 The United States, 

on the other hand, maintained that military aid to India 

was given on'ly because of the emergency created by China •s 

invasicn of that country. It did not take any notice of 

Pakistan • s vehment protests and continued its arms shipnent 

to India. 

Pakistan •s period of unqualified alignment was thus 

coming to a close owing to two new factors, viz. the end of 

"pactcmooia 11 in the U.s. and the emergence of Chinese 

collaboraticn with her neighbourhood. 10 Reacting sharply 

to the u.s. military aid to India, Pakistan became interested 

in having an alliance with China in 1963. Both Pakistan 

and China considered India to be their ccmmone enemy. 

Meanwhile in the wake of 1965 Indo-Pakistan war, the 

United States did not support any party and imposed an arms 

embargo on both belligerents. In this war both the, conflict

ing nations accused each other of using the u.s. arms. 

9.. Z.A. Bhutto, The Myth of Independence {Loodai, 1969) 
pp. 62-63. 

10. Rajvir Singh, op.cit., p.63. 
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After 1965 war, the Pakistani leadership felt betrayed and 

drew further away from the United states. The Pak- American 

relationship received a jolt and came to a near end when 

Pakistan after 1965 started the process of disengagement from 

SEATO and CENTO. 

It was the time when Moscow felt that a vacuum was 

being created in Pakistan by the U.s. Policy, the advantage 

which Peking might take. To avoid this kind of eventuality, 

perhaps Moscow took the decision to extend its hands towards 

Pakistan. Whenever Americans retreated then Kremlin began 

to open the gate of Moscow for Pakistan and even gave mili-

tary hardware to her. It is estimated that Soviet anns supply 

to Pakistan was of the arder of $ 10 million upto 1971.
11 

Of course the Soviet Union promised India that it wOUld not 

sell any lethal arms to Pakistan. It sold-150 T-54/55 

and 20 PT-76 tanks, $130 million worth artillery guns, 

spares for MiQ aircrafts, ammuni ticn and other miscellaneous 

12 stores. , The Soviet Union was also seeking refuelling 

facilities in Pakistan after India had refused a similar 

re~~est. Shortly before Kosygin's visit to Pakistan, 

the latter cancelled the u.s. lease an the Peshwar base 

11. -Ibid., p. 73. 

12. SIPRI, Arms Trade With the Third World (Sweden; 
Almqvist and Wiksell, 1971) , p. 499. 
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(in July 1968) •13 However Pakistan's relations with 

the Soviet Union were limited due to its insistence that 

the latter should reduce assistance and supply of weapons 

to India. 

In view of Pakistan•s rapproachment with China and 

the Soviet Union, USA began to review its policy in 1967. 

Its policy of embargo was dissipating US influence and 

producing side effects of serious concern. With the 

entry of.RichardNixon in the White House, the u.s. and 

Pakistan tried to recapture sOme of their lost friendship. 

Perhaps, this move was facilitated by India•s continuing 

criticism of American policies in Indo..China. When President 

Nixon visited Pakistan in August 1969, he assured Pakistani•s 

that he would again work for friendship between his country 

and theirs. 14 

In October 1970, while the embargo was still in 

operation, the U.s. decided to make a "one time exception", 

and authorised the sale of about 20 air-crafts - including 

Bw-57 banbers and F-104 interceptors - and 300 armoured 

personnel carriers to Pakistan •15 The government of India 

took sti:cng exception to this decisicn •. 

14. Dawn, 3 August 1969. 

15. Ved Vati Chaturshreni, Indo-us Relations (New Delhi, 
1980) I P• 238. 
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The u.s. supplied weapons to Pakistan as a symbolic 

gesture to counter the growing Pakistani dependence en 

China. Pakistan's importance was seen from political stand 

point rather than military stand point. It was realised 

that Pakistan can no longer attains supremacy in the sub

continent. Furthermore Pakistan • s links with China 

and India's links with Soviet Union remained an important 

consideration in the 1970s. 

The 1971 War and the u.s. •tilt' in action 

The year 1971 marks a watershed in the history of 

the u.s. -Pakistan- India relationship. It is in this 

year that the"traditional rivals, India and Pakistan, clashed 

bitterly and the result led to the dismemberment of Pakistan 

and hence the birth of Bangladesh. The role of the 

u.s. during this Indo-Pak war has been scrutinised time out 

of number. The part played by the U.s. has been critic! sed 

by Indian leaders, public and press who allege of the 

•tilt• in the u.s. action, durinQ the w~r. This aspect of 

such a complex relationship needs discussion. 

The last phase of Ayub's regime was marked by terrible 

domestic disturbances. Both in West and East :Pakistan 

strikes and agitation took place:. Ayub was accused of 

surrendering and selling-out the nation at Tashkent. 
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Bhutto clearly manipulated this feeling when in mass 

gatherings in Lahore and Karachi he graphically ccntrasted 

the "massive frame" and the punny brains .. of Ayub with the 

"cunning" of his ai.iing and physically diminutive adversary, 

16 
Lal Bahadur Shastri. Bhutto formed his own party (Pakis-

tan People • s Party) and rallied opposition elements to a 

renewed call for participatory government that could 

guarantee the nation's independence, as well as its security, 

Of course before Bhutto himself could plan any movement against 

Ayub's regime the latter himself in a broadcast to the Nation 

on 25 March, 1969, anno.1nced that he was stepping down as 

President after a decade of rule and was handing over power 

to the Arrrrt Commander in Chief General Agha Mohammed Yahya 

Kh 
17 an. 

Despite long-standing per sooal friendship between 

Ayub and Nixon, the displacement of Ayub by General Agha 

Mohammed Yahya Khan was not unwelcome in Washingtcn-

Unbeknownst to the World at large, Nixcn and Kissinger were 

writing a secret play with a large act for $)akistan •• 

And Ayub who had so recently played a title role in Tashkent, 

16. Shirin Tahir-Kheli, op.c!_t.., p. 30. 

17. As.i.an Recorder, 23-29 April, 1969, p. 8891. 
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18 
was ill-suited to star in it. Yahya Khan after the 

assumptioo of Office tried to be in the good books 

of both the superpowers. As mentiooed earlier, Pakistani 

government ordered the closing of Peshwar base (which was 

given an lease to the u.s. in 1959) in 1969 at the 

Soviet government•s directive :Further Pakistan went en to 

I 19 
receive an offer of $30 million in Soviet military supplies. 

Despite his closeness with the Soviet Unicn, Yahya cooti-

nuted to_ gain favour from the U.s. governm=nt because of 

his ccntinuous p.Irsuit of Nixon•s closely guarded mission 

to Peking. Gen. Yahya played a very important role in 

the develoJ;:ment of Sino..u.s. relationship.Yahya•s joomey 

to lPeking, preceded by his trip to Washingtcn facilitated tre 

growth of the above friendship. 

Meanwhile in the East Pakistan a storm was gathering. 

The revolt by the East Pakistani•s had its roots in 

cultural antipathies and economic discootent. The grievances 

expressed by the East Pakistanis led to the inevitable 

political agi tatioo. Through the results of the first 

ever general elections held in Pakistan in December 1970. the 

people of East Pakistan registered their protest. The Awami 

League literally swept the polls in East Pakistan and 

18. Shirin Tahir ~heli, op.cit •• P• 31. 

19. Ibid., P• 32 • 
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emerged with a ccmfortable majority in the constituent-cum-

National Assembly. But in the west Pakistan, Bhutto 

led his party to a comfortable victory. Regarding 
/ 

the formation of the government tussle arose between the two 

party leaders and Bhutto announced the decision to boycott 

the National Assembly. All efforts to negotiate broke down 

as both the leaders struck to their o'Wl'l grounds. Matters 

were within control to some extent, when Yahya ordered the 

military to move against the civilians of East Pakistan. 

The military crackdown came on March 25, 1971. 

Throughout the days following the outbreak of civil 

war on March 25, 1971, the United States Governrrent took 

Bangladesh crisis as an internal matter of Pakistan. The 

United States even continued its eccnomic and military 

aid to Pakistan directly and indirectly without voicing any 

protest regarding Pakistan • s attitude towards East Pakis

tanis. The State Department cnntinued its military 

supplies to Yahya regime, knowing the fact that American 

20 weapoos are being used against East Bengalis. This 

strained the Indo-u.s. relation to a very great extent. 

India was quite sympathetic towards the East Pakistanis 

and hence the callous attitude of the U.s. towards the East 

20. Hindu (Madras}, 26 February, 1971. 
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Pakistani demand iJ.r"!t.r,ed India. India cooc luded a treaty wit!' 

the Soviet Union an August 9, 1971 for pe~ce, cooperation 

and fdEmdship. This move by India made the American 

feel that India has moved more close to the Moscow. 

When all efforts by India (nOtn burdened with 

refugee problem)failed to settle the crisis in East Pakistan, 

the Indian Prime Minister undertook a visit to Western 

capitals, to persuade the governments of the u.s.A., U.K.,, 

F ranee, West Germany and others to prevai 1 upon Yahya 

Khan to negotiate a settlement with Sheikh Mujibur 

Rehman of Bangladesh. While discussing with the American 

President Nixon, the 1ndian Prime Minister made it clear 

that India did not want a war with Pakistan, but at the 

same time rejected any suggestioo to withdraw Indian 

troops from the Pakistan border. A major outcane of 

Mrs. Ganghi•s visit to the u.s.A. was that, she made the 

Nixon administration realise that India would not allow 

itself to be pushed about and that she was determined to 

21 safeguard her security against all odds. During Mrs. 

Gandhi's visit to the u.s., Joseph Sisco, Asstt. secretary 

of State for Near East, was reported to have asked ~~e 

Indian officials if they wanted to break up Pakistan. This 

left the Indian officials with the impression that the 

USA must have a policy of its own to help Pakistan to hold 

21. The Tirres of India, 9 November, 1971. 
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on to Bangladesh. As ooe· spokesman cnce categorically 

put, " ••••• The American move was to explore Bangladesh 

leaders' willingness to negotiate for something less 

than complete independence asked for by the Bangladesh 
22 people. The Government of India also rejected Nixon • s .. 

proposal for a meeting of the security council as it 

would not have helped in easing the tensico. 

The 1Tilt 1 

The escalatioo of tensicn between India and 

Pakistan co the East Pakistan issue made the possibility 

of a war inevitable and hence finally it broke out an 

December 3, 1971 when Pakistan started war with India 

by a rwrnber of air strikes and made a dec laratico of war 

the next day. During the course of the war, the Nixco 

administration's action definitely 'tilted' in favour 

of Pakistan. The hard effort of the u.s. Government 

to refrain India from getting engaged in a war failed 

principally because the Pakistani air attacks had preci

pitated the issue. 23 The Pakistanis probably hoped to 

gain the initiative by a surprise attack and then seek U.s. 

diplomatic assistance for a ceasefire. But the Pak venture 

22. Ibid. 

23. R.C. Gupta, op.cit., p. 86. 
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met failure and the objectives of the Nixoo adminis

tratioo at that point were to move the U ... ~. machinery to 

obtain a ceasefire thereby preventing the annihilation 

of Pakistani forces in East and occupation of East 

Pakistan by Indian military forces. The u.s. government 

tried simultaneously toe xercise diplomatic and other 

kinds of pressures on India with the objective of moo erating 

India • s war aims. The American government also impli~d 

its unwillingness to involve itself in direct military 

confrontation with India over East Pakistan. 

The United States requested the security Council 
an 

to hold I emergency meeting on 4 December 1971 to examine 

the deteriorating situation due to Indo-Pakistan war. 

•<h December 5, 1971, the USA ceasefire resoluticn in the 

council. But Moscow twice vetoed the resolutioos. It was 

waiting for New Delhi • s consent and Mrs. Gandhi wanted 

Indian troops to secure their objectives,that is, the 

capture of Dacca. The Indian Govern~nt recognised 

Bangladesh on December 6, 1971 which led the Pakistani 

government to sever diplomatic ties with India. ~urther, 

the Indian ·government refused to canply with the resolution 

passed by the General ,Assembly with regard to the immediate 

cease-fire. 



r..:t· 
\IJ 

'The u.s. government, determined to tilt in favour 

of Pakistan, now visibly unhappy over Indian attitude 

towards General Assembly Resolution withheld $ 87.6 million 

economic aid to India as on December 6, 1971. On the 

same day,· the U.s. de legate to the U .N ~ George Bush, 

stated in the security Council that India was the aggressor 

and the aggressicn was obviously quite clear. 24 The U.s. 

had earlier that is on December 3, 1971 also announced 

its decision to cancel all outstanding licences for arms 

equipnent to India as a result of Indian 'incursions" 
25 into Pakistan .• 

As all diplomatic efforts failed in the U.N. and 

outside it, the Nixon administration ordered 'Enterprise•, 

a nuclear powered aircraft carrier of the Seventh Fleet 

to sail towards the Bay of Bengal. This move ordered 

by Nixcn was meant to ensure that both New Delhi and MoscoW 

understood the seriousness of any Indian move into West 

Pakistan. This mo!fe clearly envisage the U.s. open supPort 

for the Yahya regime. But the tactic also failed and 

the Indian armed forces continued their march towards 

24. Richard P. Stebbins and Elaine P. Adam, ed., American 
~oreign Relations 1971, A Documentary Record, p. 233. 

2 5. Washington Post, 4 December, 1971 • 
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Dacca which ultimately led to surrender of 80,000 

soldiers under General Niazi of Pakistan to the Indian 

Army oo 16 December, at 4.31 p.m. After the surrender 

of the Pakistani troops in the Eastern sector, Pr irne 

Minister Indira Gandhi ordered an 16 December a u~~lateral 

ceasefire an the western front. 

Throughout the war, as we have seen the United 

States took a posture which was definitely inclined 

towards Pakistan. While ana lysing below the reasQls for 

US inclination t.O\-Iards .Pakistan ooe can easily affirm 

the possibility of such a tilt. 

Both Nixon and Kissinger had tilted towards Pakistan 

and had a deep-rooted dislike and suspicion for India 

well before the Indo-Pakistun crisis of 1970-'71. ~·urther, 

the u.s. attitude to the crisis was dictated by the self 

interest, that is, the preservation of the Chinese link. 

Gen. Yahya drew much favour from the Nixon administration 

for his note in generating Sino-us relaticnship. The 

u.s. was profoundly grateful to Pakistan's military 

dictator - President Yahya Khan for per forming this 

' 26 great service for her. 

26. Henry Kissinger, ~White House Years (New Delhi, 
1979). p. 862. 
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The Nixon administration did not want to destabilise 

the power-balance in the sub-continent. Since the days 

of military pacts with Pakistan, the u.s. was eager to 

see an undivided Pakistan that would resist all kinds 

of carmu,,ist expansion. Washington policy maker felt 

that the birth of Bangladesh would mean the birth of 

another country which would be noo -aligned and would be 

more inclined towards India and Soviet Unicn. · 

The ccnditioo in the sub-continent gradually becQne 

worse due to u~concealed support of Washington and Peking 

to Pakistan for its quiet diplomatic assistance in restoring 

US..China link. India at this manent, that is oo 9 August, 

1971 decided to accept a two year old standing offer of the 

Soviet Union to enter into a Indo-Soviet treaty of Peace, 

friendship and cooperaticn ~ This was interpreted as India 

moving too close to the Soviet Unicn. It was also seen 

that the Soviet Union had seized the strategic opportunity 

to demang~rate Chinese importance, and to humiliate a 

friend of both China and u.s. proved too temptive. 27These 

developments were disturbing the balance of power to the 

disadvantage of the u.s. and to avert this, the U.s. needed 

an undivided Pakistan. 

----------------------------·--------------------------------
27. Ibid.,p.867. 
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The u.s., in all its international affairs 

received constant support from Pakistan, though 

there were occasicns of frictioos also, where as India 

under Nehru and his successors followed the path of non

alignment which led her to take an attitude which was 

coosidered in WashingtQ'l as hostile to its interest. 

So there was a general feeling, in America. regarding the 

continuance of united and sovereign Pakistan. 

It is of course difficult to say which of the above 

reasons was plausible enough to make the U.s. incline 

tO\olards Pakistan. But on the whole there was sufficient 

grounds for the U.s. to tilt in favour of Pakistan which 

was manifested in all its action throughout the course of 

1971 war. 

The u.s. Pakistan Strategi~Ties under Bhulli 

When the War ended, Pakistan was territorially 

dismembered. The internal situation was also in a great 

flux. The close ally, the U.s. had I=Ut an arms embargo 

on the supply of lethal weapons. There was a great amount 

of discontentment, as Ne\·l Delhi held 59,000 Pakistani 

troops as prisoner of war and there was a constant demand 
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to get them back. India had undoubtedly proved her 

superiority in the sub""Continent. Bhutto inherited a 

country which had been stripped of its pretensicns of 

. i 1 28 hav~ng a reg ona status. 

After 1971, a great change also took place in the 

u.s. Foreign Policy-making. During this r;eriod the 

u.s. diverted its attention away from the South Asian crisis. 

The period 1969-72 marked a process of the u.s. disengagement 

with a prior motive and objective to reduce involvement 

in South Asian crisis. The frustrating experience in 

Vietnam was one of the ·factors that prevented the U.s. 

from indulging any more in the Asian crises. The _growing 

detente with the Soviet Union and China rendered SEATO 

and CENTO (supposed to be the alliances against communist 

expansionism) invalid to a great extent. Apparently. 

the u.s. had lost its interest in Pakistan also. Pakistan, 

once considered as a first line of defence in the days 

of domino theory had lost much of its significance. 29 It 

was the time when America had shifted its attention to West 

Asia. The oil crisis due to Arab-Israel war of 1973 was 

proving more worrisome to the u.s. and hence it was Iran 

28. Amit Gupta, op.cit., p.424. 

29. Ibid. 
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which became a more important country for security of 

Arrer ican oi 1 interest in the Gulf Region. Therefore 

Persi.an Gulf Regioo became vitally strategic are for the 

United States. 30 

Pakistan, whose main supplier of arms was the u.s., 

now under Bhutto•s leadership turned towards the Muslim 

World for help. Though Pakistan had, as early as in 1948, 

tried to bring the Islamic states of the West Asia together, 

it could not succeed in her effort very much. There was 

a gradual emergence of secularism in the Islamic World 

in the early days.. Aloog that, there existed a strcng 

anti-West feeling owing to the Arab-lsrael ccnflict and 

Pakistan traditionally known as pro-west was not in a 

positioo to gain favour. But by 1972, this had changed. 

All the above tendencies had given way to a new emphasis 

on Islamic unity. 

Bhutto known for his pro-Islamic and his anti-Indian 

or anti-Hindu sentiments reaped enormous benefits, from 

the Islamic connection, both in economic and political · · 

froot. Further, Bhutto was successful in gaining Islamic 

favour because he spoke of the Third World and identified 

the oil rich Muslim countries with the rest of the Third 

world and spoke of the possibilities and opportunities of 

30. Shirin Tahir-Kheli, "The Foreign Policy of New Pakistan", 
Orbis, Fall 1976, p. 755. 
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these countries helping other economically ·backward 

countries. The concept implicit in this approach is not 

that of aid as a forum of charity from one developing 

country to another. The ccncept. is that of mutually 

supportive economic activity in countries of the Third 

World which would complement their individual resources 

and give them collective strength. 31 

Statistics regarding the assistance Pakistan 

received from the Muslim countries shows the extent of 

friendship Bhutto had built with them. Foreign assistance 

from West Asian states which was minimal before 1973-74 

went up to $1,776.80 million by March 198o. 32 

During the 70s, Pakistan also retained its harmonious 

relatic:nshup with China. China has proved to be a stead-

fast ally of Pakistan. This is proved from the generous 

border settlement it made with Pakistan and its help to 

Pakistan during 1965 and 1971 war. Chinese willingness 

to give armsmostly as gift pleased the Pakistani's. 

During the 70s, considerable number of fighter air -craft, 

Patrol boats and tanks were supplied by China-Pakistan 

33 
procured arms worth $ 1 billioo from China. 

31. Z.A. Bhutto, The Third World :New Directicns (Landon, 
1977) .. p. 86. 

32. O.N. Mehrotra, "Pakistan and the Islamic World", 
Strategic Analysis (New nelhi), April-May, 1981, p.35. 

33.. Z.A. Bhutto, If I am Assassinate-£__(New Delhi, 1978), 
pp. 166 and 173. 



* Resumption of the u.s. arms supply 

6Z 

Despite arms frcm the Islamic countries, Pakistan 

did not fee 1 satisfied enough, regarding its military 

strength, without arms from the United states. Bhutto 

sent his envoy G.M. Kher to Washington early in 1973 to 

get the embargo relaxed. Nixon • s adrninistraticn also 

decided to supply arms and equipments to Pakistan whose 

delivery has been suspended in 1971. So, in March, 1973 

the u.s. decided to supply arms to Pakistan and this 

decisicn provided for the release of approximately 

$ 1.1 million in miscellaneous spare parts, parachutes, 

and air-craft engines previously ordered, but barred from 

shipment by the '71 embargo. The delivery of 300M 

113 Al armoured personnel carriers which was previously 

contracted during October 1970 (when the US government 

supplied arms to Pakistan considering that as 'cne time 
. 34 

exception•) was also permitted on March 14, 1973. 

Simultaneously, the US alsc announced that Iridia would 

get $83 million worth of economic assistance previously 

suspended. 35 The arms s~pply to Pakistan was resumed by 

the US under the pretext of fulfilling commitment undertaken 

34. President Nixon • s News Conference, 15 March 1973, 
in Department of State Bulletin, 9 April 1973, p. 417. 

35. Ibid. 

* see Appendix III and IV for India • s r eactioo against 
e. resurnptioo of the U.s. Arms Supply tv Pakistan. 
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long before 1971 war. Such a decision also carne under 

a broader policy under which Iran, Pakistan and other 

gulf countries were given massive arms aid. In this 

context President Nixon "s emphasis en selling but not 

•giving' arms to Pakistan gained importance, 
36

and 

this made clear that the US was not going to give up 

its option of selling arms to Pakistan. The figures 

provided by the ~rican so~rces claimed that only 

arms of defensive nature was being supplied. But in 

February 1975 when the US Defence Department made the 

"first full public listing of its technological assistance 

contracts with foreign countries" it revealed that in 

1974 the Pentagon had contracted to provide aid to Pakistan 

for the modificatioo of HH-43-B to HH-43-F (ccnversioo 

of bombers into fighter Planes) valued at $47,509. 37 

The Prtme Minister of Pakistan not satisfied with the 

arms received, visited Washington in September 1973, 

but coold not achieve much, tho.1gh the visit was ccnsi-

dered to be a success as i.t created a favourable climate 

and reaffirmed the relationship bet·ween Pakistan and the 

us. 

36. Times of India (New Delhi), 16 March 1973. 

37. New York Times, 20 February, 1975. 
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After the explosion of nuclear device by India 

in May 1974, PaKistan constantly pressurised the US 

government to help it (Pakistan) in gaining nuclear power. 

This led the US government to think in terms of recansi-

dering its embargo on arms supply to Pakistan. The 

Americans, in : reccnsideration of their view thought 

that limited supplies of military equifroents to Pakistan 

would not go against ~~e declared American objective of 

supporting the cause of peace and stability in the region. 

Prime Minister Bhutto again visited the United States 

of America in early 75 to pressurise the then Ford Admi..: 

nistration to lift the embargo. Bhutto even went to 

the extent of declaring that, "If the USA met his require-

ments for ccnventiooal weapons, he would be prepared to 

place all his nuclear reactors under internatiooal ins

pectioo to prevent secret production of nuclear weapcns. ,.JS 

After reassessment of its own need and Pakistan•s 

policy of pressure and persuatian the US government finally 

lifted the embargo on 25 Febru.ary, 1975 under the ratiooale 

that India was receiving weapons from Soviet Unioo whereas 

Pakistan, an ally, had been denied this. 39 The State 

38. Times of India, 20 February 1975·. 

39. B.K. Srivastava, "U.s. military arms assistance 
to Pakistan", IndiaOuarterly, 52(1) Jan-t,..ta.r 1976. 
PP• 26-41. 
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Department spokesman Robert Anderson said that by 

lifting the embargo, the US was bringing its policy in 

the line with that of Britain and France.40 The State 

Department also gave a clarification regarding lifting 

the embargo and indicated that this (lift of embargo) 

step is taken not to intensify the arms race nor to 

destal::ilise the balance of power in the sub-cootinent. 

Secretary of state Kissinger declared a couple of days 

later that the embargo has been ended because it was 

"morally, politically and symbolically impro:Per". 41 

The Ford Administration, of course, reiterated the 

earlier stand regarding the increase in the sale 

and subsequent decrease in arms supply on grant basis. 

The US government managed to convince that Americans 

regarding the justification of resurnpticn of arms supply 

by saying that such supply was purely on sale basis and 

its quantum depended oo the cash which JPakistan can afford. 

Except for few coogressmen wlike .F'crtney s. stark (Democrat) 

who criticised the decision and accused the Ford Adrninis

tratioo of assuming role of a "merchant of death, selling 
42 . 

guns and playing super-power games .. , most of the Americans 

seems to have been ccnvinced by the :-ationale provided by 

the Ford Administraticn. 
~New York Times, 24 February, 1975. 
41. Ibid., 26 .l!"ebruary 1975. 

42. Hindustan Times (New Delhi}, 25 March 1975. 
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The reasons for the resumption of arms supply to 

Pakistan was given by senator Nelson as, it helps the allies 

who are unable to supply required arms to themselves, 

helps m,attntaining influence over recipient state; helps 

the us in improving its balance of payment positioo and 

pay fer oil; and helps in maintaining balance of power 

in the region and internal security in the recipient 

43 
countries. 

The decision to supply of arms to Pakistan in the 

face of congressional displeasure as well as at the cost 

of jeopardising the improving Indo-us relation definitely 

implies an elevatioo of Pakistan • s positioo in the US 

foreign policy. Further after the war, Pakistan managed 

to improve its economic situation as well as foreign rela-

tions. By building close contact with the oil rich 

countries Pakistan secured huge econcmic assistance. The 

oil countries purchased a lot of sophisticated weapons 

and needed Pakistan's help in servicing and training 

facilities and supply of military personnels to serve as 

pilot. With the oil crisis, the us interest in West Asia 

had increased several fold. In such a context Pakistan • s 

positicn as a centre for servicing these weapons and 

equipnents was recognised. In ad.diticn, both Iran and Saudi 

Arabia, which had emerged as important actors in this area 

43. B.K. Srivastava, op.cit. 1 p. 26-41. 
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pleaded the case of Pakistan, at the latter's request# 

in Washington, and this had a great effect on the U.s. 

devisian to lift embargo. 

Further, despite detente, super-power rivalry has 

never ceased to exist. During 1971 Indo-Pak war the 

u.s. expressed can?ern over the possibilitY of India 

allowing .the Soviets to build naval base or servicing 

facilities, inside its own territory. Also the US decisioo 

to construct naval base at Diego Garcia despite opposition 

from littoral states, made Pakistan's position very 

important and it is evident from the U.s. source, which 

said, as quoted in Washington Post, that it was no looger 

in American interests to leave Pakistan defenceless. 44 

Regarding the vi tal importance of oil Mr. James Schlesinger, 

u.s. Secretary of Defence said oo ABC News .il?rogramme 

• Issues and Answers' that given a hypothetical circums-

tances where oil is to be received, the possibility of 

the u.s. intervention in Middle East to secure an oil 

pipeline for the Western World can•t be ruled out.45 

For such an action under the given hypotthetical 

circumstances the US needed Pakistan which would have well 

served as a military base. 

44. Times of India, 11 March, 1975. 

45. Congressicnal Record, Vol. 121, 27 February 1975. 
PP. 2795-9. 
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u.s. Pak tu§§le over nuclear issue 

Pakistan's relation with the u.s. again got into 

trouble oo the questioo of its acquisition of a nuclear 

bomb. Since the day, India exploided nuclear device, 

Bhutto was determined to achieve nuclear capabilities. 

Despite Ford Administration's repeated attempt to refrai·n 

Pakistan frOm going nuclear, Bhutto was adamant to gain 

nuclear parity with India at any cost. Bhutto described 

the Indian explosioo as a "fateful developnent" for Pakistan's 

security, saying = "The explosioo has introduced a quali

tative change in the situation prevalent in the subccnti-

t
il 46 nen • Bhutto sent his foreign minister Aziz Ahmed, 

to various Western capitals. Aziz Ahmed's ·charge was to 

explain that ccnsistency in western ccncerns for noo-

proliferatioo demanded a positiva respoose to Pakistan •s 

request for protection against possible nuclear blackmail 

from India. Aziz' s effort did' not meet any results and 

returned empty handed because the U.s. as we 11 as other 

western nuclear countries wished not to get physically 

involved in matters that, according to their judgement, 

did not directly impinge on their national interests.47 

Against this backdrop, on March 18, 1976, Pakistan 

signed an agreement with France for the sale of a fuel 

reprocessing plan to be erected in Pakistan. The nex,t day, 

46. Foreign Affairs Records (New Delhi : Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs) Vol. XX, No. 6 (June 1974), p. 195. 

47. Shirin Tahir - Kheli, op.cit., p. 120. 

1 
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a bilateral agreement on the application of safeguards 

on the plant was signed at the headquarters of the 

Internatiooal 

The agreement 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in Vienna.48 

49 worth $150 million, became a subject of 

considerable controvery between Pakistan and the United 

States and a major irritant factor in their relations, 

while the u.s. was exerting pressure oo both Pakistan 

and .r'rance to abandon the con tract. 50 The United States 

tried to put diplomatic pressures an Pakistan on the one 

hand and tried to pursue France to cancel the agreement 

unilaterally. These were two complementary routes along 

which U.s. policy attempted to influence events. The 

Ford Administration was under more pressure when during 

the Presidential elections, Democratic candidate Jimmy 

Carter strongly critical of the Republican Administration's 

loose policy towards World nuclear issues. 

Despite the coaxing and cajoling, en the one hand, 

and the· application of severe pressure on the other, 

years of Pakistani frustration over arms embargoes and 

the collective perception#· on the part of the political 

as well as military ellte, that the United States had 

48. An official announcement regarding the agreement, 
~, 20 March, 1976. 

49. Bhutto's press conference at Bonn, 20 February, 1976, 
~ 26 February, 1976. 

so. Rajvir Singh, op.cit., p. 130. 
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loog ago abdicated its respoosibility t0\-1ards Pakistan's 

security heavily militated against the u.s. ability 

to dissuade Pakistan from its chosen course. 51 When 

Kissinger visited Islamabad in August, 1976 he warned the 

Pakistani rulers either to abandoo the nuclear plan or 

to be prepared for the stop of military and economic aid. 52 

When threats and pleadings did not have any effect. the 

U.s. government agreed to provide Pakistan with 110 A-73 

corsair strike air craft worth $500 millicn alcng with 

53 200,000 tens of wheat to Pakistan u:1der li?L 480 programme. 

But Kissinger failed in his missicn, the decision to sale 

corsairs was left to the next Administration. 

Due to the above hurdles, no major arms supply was 

made to Pakistan after the embargo was lifted. The 

first major one was negotiated in 1976 cnly Pakistan pur-

chased self-propelled howitzers and two surplus destroyers. 

The destroyers were bought at their jupk value of $225,000. 

---------------------------·-------------------..... ---------
51. Shirin Tahir-Kueli, op.cit., p. 126. 

52. Kissinger repeatedly told Pakistan • s then Foreign 
Minister Azi~ Ahmed that the US would make a 
"horrible example" of .:Pakistan should be latter 
persist in its efforts to set up a nuclear processing 
plant. Pakistan apparently had rejected the us 
offer of economic aid as a quid PrO quo for abandcning 
the nuclear fuel reprocessing plant. See News Report 
in Statesman, 10 November 1977. 

53. Rajvir Singh, op.cit., p. 131. 
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Originally Pakistan had asked for six destroyers of 

the same make, which would have enabled the Pakistan 

Navy to retire the WW-li vintage .ships it operated. 

But Islamabad was unable to secure the additional four 

54 because of the congressional ban on naval transfers. 

So, the period 1971-1977 saw a up and down in 

the Pak..US relationship. Despite friendly relatiooship 

which led to the lifting of the embargo and the resumption 

of arms supply to Pakistan, both the co..lntries did not 

agree on the nuclear issue. The attempt by Bhutto to 

gain nuclear parity with India emrged frOm a false sense 

of fear of possible nuclear blackmail by India. The factor 

of achieving a equal status from the stand point of pres

tige, was also equally a motivating factor. 

With the assumptico of office by Democrat Carter in 

the White House the relationship took a harder turn. At 

this point of time there was a dramatic change of leader shii> 

in Pakistan also. Miiitary, under General Zia-ul-Haq took 

over the charge of administration. Along with this cha.nge 

scme cataclysmic changes took place in the internatiooal 

scenario which had a vast rnagni tude of effects. These are 

proposed to be discussed in the next chapter. 

-----------------------------------------------
54. Shirin Tahir-Kheli, op.cit., p. 91. 
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The cataclyswic changes that took place during 

the period 1977-1984, which is proposed to be discussed 

in the present chapter, bears for reaching implications. 

The Pak-u .s. relationship, undertook a completely 

new turn due to the occurrance of new situations in 

both the countries as well as at the international 

level. The initiaLphase of the period, proposed to 

be discussed, marked a strained relationship between 

the two countries. But after 1979, a completely new 

phase, with new directives and implications, of the Pak

u.s. relationship has begun where Pakistan has again 

acquired a position of strategically important nation in 

the u.s. foreign policy framework. Hence this crucial 

phase in the u.s.-Pak relationship, which has a definite 

bearing on India, needs a careful discussion. 

Restrictions On Arms Supply to Pakistan 
Under Carter Administration 

With the assumption of the office of the President, 

by crimmy Carter, the U.s. attitude towards Pakistan 

became more tough. The Carter administration was to take 

a sterner stance an both nuclear proiiferation and arms 

transfers. Through out his electioo campaign Mr. Carter 
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had pledged that the United states could not simultaneously 

claim to be the world•s leading peacemaker and remain 

the world's largest arms merchant.1 So, after assuming 

charge, President Carter was determined to implement 

his promises. Carter administration enumerated series 

of restriction, through various means, on the sale of 

arms to all countries except the fourteen NATO allies. 

Though few countries in Asia like Saudi Arabia, Iran, 

Turkey received arms supply from the U.s., Pakistan, 

was not considered for the same. Pakistan•s importance 

had faded in the u.s. foreign policy framework. Faced 

with the Pakistani obstinancy on the nuclear issues and 

new found fervour of human rights. Washington decided 

to take a tougher stand against Pakistan. Further, 

Pakistani •s geographic locatioo was of dwindling interest 

to the United States since Iran had become the u.s. 

listening post along with Saudi Arabia, the principal support 

of u.s. interests in West Asia. The United States was 

seeking to negotiate itself and the Soviets out of the Indian 

ocean power race. Pakistanis other key asset in its 

relatioos with the United States in the Nixon years had 

disappeared since washington now had direct access to 

1. Shirin Tahir-Khe li, The United States and Pakistan 
(New York : Praeger Publishers, 1982), p. 91. 
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Pakistan and the United States defer red on various 

issues when Carter took charge several global issues as 

well as regional issues were the determining factors 

in the Pak-u.s. relationship. 

The first global issue on which both the nations came 

into cq}flict was the issue on arms supply. Carter 

announced a comprehensive u.s. policy on arms transfers 

to its military allies on 19 May 1977. It had two basic 

ingredients : 

1. The Administration would view "arms transfer .. 

as an exceptional foreign policy implement ••••• 

that the transfer cQ1tr ibutes to our national 

security interest. 

2. It would "utilise arms transfer to promote our 

security and the security of our close friends. 

But in future, the burden of persuasion will be 

an those who favour a particular arms sale, 

rather than who oppose it. n 3 

Though the u.s. arms supply still continued to many 

countries, the P,akistani request for 110 A-7 ground 

attack air-craft was turned down by the Carter Administration 

2. ·rhomas Parry Thorn too, "Betw: ... en the Stools? : u.s. 
Policy towards Pakistan during Carter Administration", 
Asian Survey, October, 1982, p. 959. 

3. "Implications of President Carter's conventional 
Arms Transfer Policy", Congressional Research service 
(CRS) (Washingtcn, D.c. : US Library of Ccngress), 
22 September, 1977. p. 11. 
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on the grouPd that it represented the introductioo of 

significantly higher technology into the sub-continent. 

The offer of the A-7 was made by the Ford Administration 

which was promptly turned down by the carter Adminis

tration. The u.s. was not willing to supply arms on 

the basis of credit whereas Pakistani government did not 

have sufficient fund to purchase arms. Moreover the 

u.s. -Pak relationship, from Pakistani point of view, 

was based primarily on arms supply. So, the negative u. s. 

attitude established a sharp limitation to the u.s. 

Pak relationship in a very important dimension. The US 

government m~de an alternative offer of arms which included 

A-4s or limited range F'-Ss which were not accepted by 

the Pakistani government. The inability by the Bhutto 

administration to acquire A-7s created a belief in the 

Pakistani military that they might not get their required 

weapons. The fact that the military finally moved to 

oust Bhutto within a month of the U.s. decision to cance 1 

the offer of A-7s made Bhutto•s inner circle convinced 

about the 11fact 11 that the United States was behind the 
. 4 

army's move against them. Despite such strained background, 

Lucy Benson, Under Secretary of State for security 
• 

assistance, Science and Technology in the carter Administra-

tian during her Islamabad trip iD 1978, proposed an American 

4. Shirin Tahir-Kheli, op.cit ., p. 9 3. 
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sale of 70 F-Ss and weapc:os CQ.1sisting of Hawk gro .. md-

to-air missiles, armed helicopters and anti-tank weapons 

at a total cost of $500 millicn. 5 The Pakistanis 

considered this offer as an instr~ment to influence 

Pakistan's nuclear policy. The Pakistani desire for 

acquisition of F -15 was of course not entertained in 

Washington. 

Severe difference between Pakistan and the USA was 

on nuclear issue which became a matter of great debate 

during ford -Kissinger Administration. During Ford 

Administration, Islamabad could not be persuaded to 

abandcn Nuclear plans. When attempts to prevent Pakistan 

fran going nuclear did not meet any results, the u.s. tried 

to pressurise France to cancel the agreement it had made 

with Pakistan regarding the plutonium reprocessing plant. 

France under the premiership of Jacques Chirac did not 

bow to the u.s. desire and declared that there was no 

question of accepting u.s. pressure in an affair that 

concerned only France and Pakistan. 6 But after Chirac 

resigned, Giscard immediately put direct control over all 

nuclear exports through the council of Foreign Nuclear 

policy. On December 16, 1976, th~ French government issued 

an order discontinuing, till further notice, the export 

of reprocessing facilities. 

5 • Ibid • 1 P • 9 6 e 

6. Pakistan Times, 7 August, 1976. 
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By the time Carter assumed office, Giscard had 

basically come around to the u.s. point of view on the 

export of sensitive nuclear technology. The -Carter 

Administrati'on on the other hand, with the support of 

Congress and the Nuclear Regulatory Comrnissioo launched 

a massive campaign against proliferation in general 

and in South Asia in particular. The Nuclear Non

Proliferation Act of 1977 and the Glenn and Symingtcn 

. emen9ntents to the Foreign Assistance Act provided 

powerful weapons to be used against nations about to go 

nuclear. Constant pressure from the U.s. Administraticn 
. 

on the French government left the French in a politically 

untenable positioo. Paralle 1 forces were exerted en 

Pakistan. After the ouster of Bgutto (which, it is believed, 

was masterminded by the u.s.) General Zia reiterated 

Pakistani determinaticn to go ahead with the deal and he 

hoped France would similarly maintain its principled stand 

7 
on the issue. Paris tried to placate Zia by offering an 

alternate noo-proliferating teclmology which was not 

accepted. Under Glenn Amendment, aid to Pakistan was 

terminated by the u.s.A. in August 1978. When all efforts 

failed, an August 24, 1978 the announcement regarding 

the termination of French aided project was made. 

------------·----------·-----------------------------------
7. Pakistan Times, 29 June, 1978. 
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Both the countries, that is Pakistan and the U.s. 

got into trouble when t.l-}e U.s. learned in the spring of 

1979 that Pakistan was beginning to attempt to put 

together a clandestine plant for enrichment plant and 

scrutinise all exports to Pakistan. In addition, there 

was cut in the military and economic assistance under the 

Symmington -Glenn amendment in April, 1979. Despite U.s. 

pressure, General Zia reiterated Pakistan•s stand an 

peaceful nuclear programme. 

Anotber key element of the Carter agenda was human 

rights. The overthrow of Bhutto (whose poor human rights 

record had never become an issue because he did not 

last lang enough) by General Zia, was not very much welcome 

by the Arrericans because Bhutto was a freely and democra

tically, :elected leader. But this view by some American 

writers and politicians, regarding the passionate love 

for democracy by the Americans is stroogly doubted. 

In additicn to the global burden, there were several 

regional concerns that weighted down u~s. Pakistanities. 

The most salient of them was Pakistan's rivalry with 

India. While the carter administration was generally fair 

as between two regional rivals, the Carter visit to India -
not 

but/to Pakistan - and the much public~ sed Carter -Desai 

correspcndence led the Pakistanis to fear the worst. 
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The Afghan Crisis and Change in the u.s. attitu~ 

The year 1979 began with a major set-back for 

u.s. global policy. In January 1979, the fall of the Shah 

of Iran and the caning into power of a revoluticnary 

regime under Ayatullah Khomeini resulted in the loss 

of a strong American ally in West Asia and the Persian 

Gulf. The new regime in Iran had taken a prooounced 

anti-American line; the idea of building up the Shah 

as a regional surrogate had collapsed. It also meant the 

loss of 5 per cent of American total oil import8 9,20,000 

bi llioos a day from Iran alene. With the Soviet actioo in 

Afghanistan en -December 25, 1979, things changed overnight. 

The Soviet action in Afthanistan compounded the problem 

for the U.s .A. and left Moscow seemingly perched to swoop 

down an a defenceless Gulf. In the light of these develop

ment in the subcontinent in general and Pakistan in parti-

c'\,llar assumed special importance. By now the U.s .-Pak 

re latioos entered an important phase and Pakistan became 

much more important for obvious reasons in American calcu

lations for playing important role in the gulf region.
9 

To check the Soviet exJ:)a.nsioo in the Gulf and to 

arm Pakistan for this purpose, the· ~SA offered Pakistan 

8. Bhabani Sen Gupta, The Afghan Syndrome, How to Live 
with Soviet Power (New Delhi, 1982)p. 58. 

9 • A .K • Damodar an, "Soviet Action in Af thani stan", 
International Studies, Vol. 19, No. 14, Oct-Dec, 1980, 
p. 589. 
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broad support in the face of the perceived Soviet threat• 

The earlier global concerns lost their relevance and 

seemed now more like matters to be circumveJtted in a new 

cooperative relationship. After a great deal of consulta-

tion within the state oepartment and the White House, the 

immediate military response by the carter administration 

was to declare two annual doses of aid, each consisting 

of $ 100 million in economic aid plus $ 100 million in 

military hardware, which included 230 armoured personnel. 

Carriers, air combat and the anti-tank missiles, 105 mm 

10 artillery pieces, communications equi];lllent and spare parts, 

which were previously bought for cash and were not barred 

by the u.s. embargo on direct military aid on easy terms 

credit sales to Pakistan.11 Carter reaffirmed u.s. support 

for Pakistan in his state of the Union message declaring that 

the United States would meet any threat to Pakistan frQn 
12 outside aggression with military ferce if necessary. 

:Of course the Pakistanis were still still sceptical about the 

u.s. intenticn. While the "Carter Doctrine" declared the 

10. Department of State Bulletin, February, 1980. 

11. International Herald Tribunea 31 December, 1979. 

12. New York TimesL 24 January 1980. 
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Persian Gulf area to be of vital interest to the United 

States, the .Pakistanis never got a clear answer to their 

questioro of whether they were included in this definition. 

And, of course, it was clear that the guarantee did not 

extend to a Pakistani canf lict with India. Thus the 

President•s declaration raised as many problems for the 
. 13 

Pakistani as it solved. 

In the light of the renewed U.s. interest in Pakistan, 

Zia wanted to convert the 1959 agreement into a bilateral 

treaty in which the integrity and freedom of Pakistan would 

be guaranteed. Washingtcn however refused a blanket security 

guarantee which could be interpreted as anti-Indian in both 

New Delhi and Moscow. Difference crept up regarding the amount 

of aid to be given to Pakistan. The American proposal of 

$400 million aid was described by General Zia as peanuts14 

and Zia demanded an aid package of $ 4 billion to create 

a credible deterrent against possible Soviet.attacks 

across the border. The Brzezinski - Christo};her mission to 

Islamabad also did not yield much result. This mission 

was undertaken to Islamabad to set the amount of aid as 

well as to take Pakistan into confidence. Regarging the 

13. Thomas Perry Thornton, op.cit., p. 970. 

14. Washington Post 18 January 1980. 
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amount of the aid no decisioo could be taken conclusively. 

Both sides misjudged the whole si tuatioo badly. The 

American overestimated the extent to which Pakistan had 

rethought its role following the Soviet attack. The 

Pakistanis an the other hand considered their position to be 

v.:;ry important so that they can ba.rgain the U.s. offer 

upward. The Pakistani demand for a totality of corrmit-

ment frcm the United States was not reciprocated by 

the latter. Thus Pakistan rejected the aid offer. The 

Carter Administration also did not revise it. So, the 

matter was left to the next administration. However, 

Washington and Islamabad continued to discuss regional 

security arrangements and the U.s. and its allies in the 

Gulf contributed substantially to the relief efforts for the 

growing number .of Afghan refugees in Pakistan. American 

agreement to a $1.6 billion IMF facility for Pakistun 

was achieved more easily and there was no trouble in 

getting substantial assistance for Pakistan in handling 

the rapidly growing Afghan refugee porulatian. 15 

Zia's visit to Washington in October 1980 resulted 

in Carter acceding to Zia • s main demand and agreed to 

supply F·-t6 • s for the Pakistan air force. Zia, however, 

15. Tha:nas Perry Thornton, op.ci.t ., 0. 973. 
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left the F-16 offer in abeyance and following the electicns, 

the Pakistanis turned their full attention to the new 

administrati<n. The F-16s would be most useful as the 

syir.bol of a new stage in U.s. Pakistani r elationshtp. 

New Dimension to the u.s. -Pak 
Relationship Under Reagan Administration 

The change in the Administration in the White Hoose 

brought in a significant change in the .Pak-u .s. rela

ticnship. The replacement of democrat Carter by Republican 

Ronald Reagan marked a shift in the u.s. attitude which 

became more close to PakistM. The current administraticn 

relied an military-oriented strategy to contain Soviet 

Russia in South west Asia. To attain this ohjective 

the American made Pakistan a pillar of the new policy. The 

U.s. strategists have devised the so-called •four-pillar 

policy• where Pakistan. Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Egypt 

would be part of the U.s. military plan to encircle the Gulf. 

The Reagan Administration has attached to Pakistan the 

importance of a front-line state. This can be gauged frcm 

the statement of the then Secretary of state Alexander 

Haig who said that Pakistan's security was a matter of special 

concern to the United States and that the Reagan Administra-

tion would try to develop a strat-egic "ccnsensus" to coonter 
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Soviet influence in the area stretching from Pakistan 

16 to Egypt. 

The motivating factor behind this change of U.s. 

attitude towards Pakistan lies in the report sul:::.rni.tted 

by Francis Fukuyama for the Rand Corporaticn. Fukuyama6 

who was supposed to be the architect of u.s. policy 

towards Pakistan, dealt in his report the threat perceptions 

of Pakistan, the arms required by Pakistan to coonter such 

threats as well as with the advantages and disadvantages 

of the U.s. in arming Pakistan. Four military contingencies, 

as hlisted by .r,ukuyama, that Pakistan might face are 

as follows: 

Contingency I.' 

The Soviets and Afghans use artillery and aircraft 

to attack refugee camps with~n Pakistan on the pretext 

of hitting Hujahdeen escaping across the border from 

Afghanistan. The purpose of s.uch an operaticn would be to 

demoralise the Mujandeen 1 to PJ.sh the refugee camps 

back away from the border to make them less accessible from 

Afghanistan; and to show the refugees that the Pakistani 

Governrrent cannot provide them with adequate protecticn. In 

addition the Soviets might hope to physically interdict 

Afghans moving through the passes and trails crossing the 

border. 

16. Pakistan AffairsA 16 December 1981, P• 122. 
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Contingency II 

With air and artillery cover the Soviets and Afghans 

seize salients of Pakistani territory within their SAM 

environment and hold it. forcing the Pakistani • s to counter

attack. The Durand Line follows an irregular course aloog 

the watershed and there are numerous points at which 

a salient of Pakistani territory juts into Afghanistun. 

None of these salients is at present defended. If properly 

chosen, they could be very easy to take from the West and to 

recapture from the east. 
1 

The soviet objective here would 

be to demoralise the Pakistanis and to teach them a lesson 

in the event Moscow believed they were giving substantial 

support to the Afghans. The Soviets could also use similar 

tactics to seize several vital mountain passes. 

CQPtingency II! 

India acting as a Soviet proxy. attacks Pakistan 

in the east. Pakistani forces in the West are ccntained 

under the assumption that the 1959 executive arrangement with 

the U.s. would not hold. India • s objective would be the 

destruction of Pakistani armed forces or th~ seizure of a size-

able portion of terrain. Its political goal would be the 

asserticn of hegemony over South Asia and the achievement 

of dominant power status in the region. 
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' 

India and the Soviet Union could launch a coordinated 

attack from the east and west with. the purpose of totally 

dismembering Pakistan. Moscow's goal would be to achieve 

access to the sea and to control Afghanistan's Southern bor-

der. India's goal would be to undo the partition once 

.and for a11.
17 

These are the contingencies that were cited by 

the Pakistani military which found their place in the 

Fukuyama's report. What Pakistan wanted was the increase 

in l1er mili tacy strength with the help of increased aid 

frcm the Reagan Administraticn. General Zia also claimed 

that there were threats to Pakistan's Security and Sovere

ignty and hence without sufficient help frcm abroad Paki·stan 

won't be in a position to defend itself. Hence, after 

long discussions and bargaining, Pakistan agreed to accept 

an econanic and military aid package of $3.2 billicn. The 

agreement was entered into cn June 15• 1981. 

This aid package. extending over a period of six ye:ars, 

calls for1the rapid restoraticn. of u.s. military aid to 

Pakistan • 18 The U.s. plan to supply arms and equipnents 1:or 

17. Francis Fukuyama. The Securitx._ of Pakistan : A Trip 
Repor3:, Rand Note N -1514-RC (October 1980) pp. 18-19. 

18. The New York Time1 16 september, 1981. 
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Pakistan includes TCW missile equipped Cobra helicopters, 

24 missile launchers, 2,000 anti-tank guided missiles, 

anti-aircraft artillery, SAMs, Self-propelled guns, 200 

tanks including M-60s, M-113 armoured perscnnel carriers, 

·automatic radars and night vision equipments.19 The most 

significant aspect of the aid package is the US offer to sell 

40 F-16 highly sophisticated long range, ca.mter air 

missioo fighter bombers. The decision to sell F-16s to 

Pakistan has generated .enormous confidence amcng the Pakis

tani rulers regarding their friendship with the USA which 

prompted the Pakistani foreign minister, Agha Shahi to say that 

that, 11we do believe in the determinaticn of the new U.s. 

administration to strongly support the independence of Pakis-

t n 20 an • The reason, for economic and military assistance 

to Pakistan, given by the u.s.A. was that the sale programme 

was designed to meet Pakistan's legitimate defence modern

izatioo needss and that the F-16s would help Pakistan in main-

taining her unity and sovereignty against the aggression of 

Soviet designs. It was also maintained that by providing 

sophisticated weapons, Pakistan can be made aware of the u.s. 

concern for her (Pakistan!s) security which in turn would 

restrict Pakistan • s nuclear weapcn s. The fact that the 

nuclear option was not acceptable to the u.s.A. would inhibit 

Pakistan in exploding a nuclear device. 21 The selling of 

19. Rajvir Singh, u.s. Pakistan_and IPdia {Allahabad, 1985) 
p. 168. ' 

20. The New York Times, 22 April, 1981. 

21. The Times of India« 6 April• 1984. 
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F'-16s will also, from the American point of view, 

help removing doubts from the Pakistani mind regarding 

the credibility of U.s. friendship. The Pakistanis had 

always a doubt regarding the viabilitr of the u.s. 

friendship_, especially when Paki~:tan 1 s nuclear opticns 

are cc:ocerned. So, the Reagan Administraticn viewed that 

supply of sophisticated weapons to Pakistan would prevent 

it from going nuclear. The spokesman of the state Depart

ment David Passage said, "The administration believes 

that by addressing those security concerns which have 

motivated Pakistan • s nuclear programmes and reestablishing 

a relationship of confidence with it offer the best 

opportunity in the lcng run for effectively dealing with 

22 
its nuclear programme. It was also clarified by the 

u.s. Government that the assistance to Pakistan was not 

meant for the _Zia' s regime as such but for the security 

requirements at a time when it faced real threats from 

the Soviets en the north and India in the South. 23 

The proposed sell of F-16s and other sophisticated 

weapoos to Pakistan generated strong reacticns in India. 

A govemrrent spokesmen in a press release said"the Govern
announced 

ment of India has noted with ccncern the agreement( in 

22. The New York Tiites, 15 June, 1981. 

23. Statement by USAID administrator, M. Peter McPherscn, 
16 September 1981, "Security and Eccnomic Assistant to 
Pakistan 11

, (Washingtcn, 1982) in Rajvir Singh, 
op.cit., p. 170. 
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Islamabad yesterday of the immediate sale by the U.s. 

of F-16 aircraft and other pdvanced military hardware 

to Pakistan over and above a five year package of arms 

sales and economic aid cornrrencing in Q::tober 1982 and 

said to be of the value of US $ 3000 mi llicn ." 

"The Governrrent of India acknowledges that every 

country has a right to acquire weapcns for self defence. 

It has not- commented in any way while Pakistan has been 

steadily increasing and modernising its military strength 

over the past decade. The agreement annoonced yesterday 

is however, qualitatively an1 quantitatively different. 

It could introduce immediately a new level of weapons sophis-

ticatian into the region which would affect the existing 

u24 
balance. 

The sell of sophisticated weapons to Pakistan 
in 

would definitely escalate arms race /the sub-continent 

forcing both India as we 11 as Pakistan to go for 

acquisiticn of move sophisticated arms. The pretext that 

Pakistan is acquiring of more arms to protect itself 

from Soviet invasion does not hold good. The real threat 

in the Pakistani perception lies in India and that is 

why three-fourth of the Pakistan army was sti 11 en 

the Indian border. The sale of these ••••• 

24. Foreign Affairs Record, Vol. 27, No. 6, June 1981 1 p. 179. 
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sophisticated air craft, which could penetrate deep 

into Indian territory and reach sensitive Indian targets, 

would increase the likelihood of another war between 

India and Pakistan. 25 Such sale would definitely 

reverse the limited but encouraging trend towards more cordial 

United States- India relations and would oo the other 
' 

hand strengthen Indo~ oviet friendship. The sale of 
a 

F-16s to Pakistan is also generally perceived a~/rnark of 

the US support for the military regime of President Zia. 

This would probably prcmpt the Punjabi-dominated Pakistani 

army to take a hard line vis-a-vis political oppooents 

of the regime as well the provinces of Sind and Baluchistan. 

This wou~ld, alienate these provinces still further, ·thereby 

26 providing a target for foreign subversioos. Further, 

the Reagan Administration•s belief that arms aid to 

Pakistan would forestall its nuclear programme does not 

seem quite reasonable. There was every reascn to believe 

that Pakistan was seeking to develop a nuclear explosive 

capability. There was also reports of Pakistan-Libyan 

collusioo to manufacture an " Islamic Bcmb". These 

~evelopments carried with them the danger of a pre emptive 

strike against Pakistani nuclear installations by India, 

25. Sleig Harrison "India and RGgan•s Tilt Towards Pakistan", 
New York Times, 15 July, 1981. 

26. K. Subramanyum, "Pakist·an•s Nuclear Capabilities and 
Indian Response", Strategic Analysis t<New Delhi), 
Vol. VII, 12 March, 1984. 
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leading to regicnal holocaust. 27 

.The acquisition of arms by Pakistan is mainly to 

acquire military pari.ty with India which might serve as a 

preconditioo for asserting itself (Pakist~) perhaps 

aggressively in the sub-cootinent. The arms aid by the 

u.s. helps Pakistan in achieving this objective. The u.s. 

on the other hand, by supplying sophisticated weapons 

wants to acquire bases for its Rapid Deployment Force (RIF) 

in ports and airfields of Pakistan. Hence it has shown a 

great interest in the military build-up of Pakistan. Pakis

tan • s cootribution to the u.s. military plan in the Gulf 

would be to serve as a pillar, in the four-pillar policy 

of the U.s., and to provide first entrepot facilities 

for the RDF and pater sea or airbase facilities at either 

Karachi or Gwader. A close military cooperation is planned 

between the armed forces of the two countries and the . 

American military planners aze interested in a very specific 

agenda which places Pakistan within the context of a broader 

regional visian. 28 Such military cooperation between the 

two armed forces does not limit to access facilities alone. 

Pakistan is also allowed to act as an American proxy in the 

region by which it can intervene where use of the US troops 

proves disadvantageous to the interests of Washingtcn. 

27. M. Shankar, "Pakistan and the U.s. Congress", 
Strategic Analysis (New Delhi), Vol. V, No. 10, 
January 1982, p. 509. 

28. Lawrence Lifschultz "Ring Around the Gulf 11
, 

Far E.astern Eccnomic Review, 11 December, 1981, p. 17. 
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Saudi Arabia, the other pillar, in the four-pillar policy, 

also gives sufficient arms aid to Pakistan so that the 

latter can well deny the fact that it acts as the pawn 

of the u.s. in the sub-continent. Zia is also bound to 

reciprocate by guarding the House of Sand. Thus the U.s .A. 

calculates that its policy of arming these two states 

will lead to an inter linking set of interests capable of 

containing instability in the region, an instability 

which American intervention would a)most certainly aggre

vate.29 Despite'the Reagan Administration•s awareness 

regarding the motive behind Pakistan • s acquisition of arms, 

what the u.s. expects of Pakistan is her broad consensus that 

the American presence in the region is a • Sin a qua non • 

for her own defence and for the preservation of oil resources 

of Persian Gulf from Soviet challenge. Hence the U.s·. is 

impressing upon Zia regime that it should make avail~le 

all sorts of facilities to America without any further 

misgivings. 

Americans consider the Gulf region vital for their 

interest and they have perceived threat from the Soviet 

Union due to its political control over the West oil supply. 

Taking into cQ'lsideration the strategic importance of West 

and the South-west Asia the USA en 1st January, 1983 

29. Amit Gupta, .. Pakistan • s Acquisiticn of Arms : 
Raticnale, Quest and Implications for India••, IDSA 
Journal, Vol. XIV, No. 3, Jan-Harch., 1982, p. '4'34': 
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established a separate unified ccmrna.nd for this regi<n, 

the United States Central Cornrnand (CENTCCM), with its area 

of jurisdicticn stretching from Egypt to Pakistan and 

frQn Kenya to Iran but excluding Syria, Lebancn, Jordan and 

Israel. Its headquarters are located at Macdill Air Force 

base, Tamps, Florida. An Advance Headquarter of the 

Centcom in the Indian Ocean area is also envisaged, the 

likely locations being Diego-Garcia and Masirah Islam 

(Oman). The Centom will be able to draw up..~ards of 

220,000 persoonel from units of the US Army, Navy, Air 

Foce and Marines based in the USA. It is also planned 

to increase this strength to 404,000 personnel over next 

30 
five years. 

Central Command is .the out product of Rapid Deployment 

Force {RDF) based in Diego-Garcia. 31 The Soviet intervention 

in Afghanistan has given a chance to theUS to give a 

concrete shape to its plan of RDF leading to the establishment 

of Centcom. Through RD~"', us brought under plan of militarisa-

tian of the rndian Ocean region to serve its own interest. 

Further RDF recame a crucial and credible us force which 

provides the u.s. dominance in Asia and Africa. The US 

strategic military objectives in the Indian Ocean includes 

protection of U.s. economic interest in the Persian Gulf 

30. R.G. Shawney, uFocus en u.s .. ~·Pak Security Relaticnship", 
Strategic Analysis (New Delhi), Vol. VII, 8 November,· 
1983, p. 579 • . : 

31. R. Singh, op.cit., p. 177. 
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region; .C:mployment or threatenings of force in support 

of U.s. diplomatic objectives in the Middle E-ast :: to·. 

balance Soviet forces in the region. 

In the light of such developed u.s. interest in 

the Indian Ocean, Pakistan has become a state of crucial 

strategic importance. Despite Pakistan's repeated denial 

about allowing the U.s. Sixth fleet to have naval base faci

lities at Pakistan Ports the official and academic litera

ture in the USA is full of proposals for the develo];Xnent of 

the ports of Karachi and Owadar, as well as base facilities 

in Peshwar.32 Furtherj Pakistan's growing military presence 

in the Gulf helps frcm US standpoint, maintaining stability 

there. This serves the American interest of saving the 

Gulf frOm Soviet invasioo. Hence both the US and Pakistan 

work in a ccrnplementary way serving each other's objectives. 

Against the backdrop of continuing reports about the 

supply of more and more sophisticated military hardware 

by the us to Pakistan, the disclosure by Jack Andersen about 

the security link-up between them and the latest proposal 

of the u.s. Administration seeking congressional authorisatioo 

to station U.s. military personnel in Pakistan "on a regular 

assignment" to"enable Pakistan to make effective use of U.s. 

32. Ibid., p. 183. 
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arms" necessiates careful examinatioo. 33 

After lots of investigaticns, Jack AndersOn has 

revealed that (a) President Zia has promised "to allow 

u.s. planes to use pak airfields should the Soviet bombers 

threaten the Persian Gulf from Afghanistan ••; (b) in retum 

for the above facilitY, in addition to the $ 3~.2 billioo 

in aid already ~~~ounced~ the u.s. will share intelligence 

informaticn, with Pakistan; (c) Gen. Zia has agreed to 

let u.s. weapcns to be sent to the Afghan rebels through 

his special forces and {d) the u.s. has agreed to train 

34 
the Pakistan presidential body guards. 

While presenting his annual report to congress for 

fi seal year 19 85, the U.s. Secretary of defence, Mr. Caspar 

Weinburger, made the following significant points relatjng 

to South-west Asia; ·(a) Although South-\~est Asia is the 

focus of rapid deployment force planning, presently the U.s. 

has no agreements to s~ation combat troops in the area 

and maintains cnly' a limited sea-based presence there. 

Therefore, the u.s. must be able to project additional 

forces very rapidly to this regicn and sustain them adequately 

in combat, (b) .!Political conditicns and agreements 1.orith 

friends and allies' near the regic.n, in Europe and elsewhere 

33. R .G. Shawney, ••u .s .-Pak Security Relations - Possible 
Problem for India••, 'l'he Times of India, 16 April, 1984. 

34. Ibid. 
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along vital lines of communication, influence availability 

of transit facilities needed to support the rapid deploy-

ment strategy. Some of the u.s. programmes for South-

West Asia have been completed and many more are beginning 

tro take effect. 'I'he programmes for the regioo must offer 

capabilities across a wide spectrum of potential conflicts 

(c) Formal agreements have already been reached with several 

nations and negotiations are being pursued with others, 

for permission to preposition material, to use regional 

facilities during crisis and to conduct training exercises 

during peace time. In some cases, existing facilities and 

other infra-structure have been improved, (d) while new 

U.s. bases are not being created perse, in South-west Asia 

existing host nation facilities that the u.s. might use to 

support its forces in the region are being improved and 
35 arrangements are being made for prompt access when needed. 

Mr. Anderson • s disclosure regarding General Zia •s premise 

to allow U.s. planes to use Pakistani airfields in the 

event of a Soviet threat to the Gulf from Afthanistan, is 
36 

fully in consonance with Mr. Fukuyama•s report. In this 

connection the statement issued by the movement for resto

ration of democracy in Karachi on March 4, 1983 is significant. 

35. Ibid. 

3 6 • F ukuy ama • s Report regarding Security of Pakistan • 
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It is alleged, among other things, that during the visit 

of Admiral Holocomb, commander of the seventh fleet 

to Karachi·on February 24, 1983, General Zia had offered 

unconditional support to plans for upgrading naval 

facilities for RDF in Baluchistan! ports and the constructicn 

of air bases in Southern Baluchistan as part of U.s. 

"forward strategy" in the region. Similar allegatioos 

have also been voiced recently by Mr. ~taullan Mengal 

frcm his exile in London and some other Baluchi leaders. 

Pakistani airfields could also be used by AWACS, SR-71 

and RC 135 for intelligence gathering over India. The 

u.s. may agree to pay this price for Pakistan's participaticn 

in its "strategic consensus" plan against the Soviets. 
is 

There is little doubt that the U.S./in a position to provide 

intelligence about India to Pakistan based largely on 

Satellites, high level air reconnissance (SR 71) AWACS and 

electronic monitoring (including operation with RC 135). 

The sort of irttelligence which Pakistan would require from 

the U.s., both strategic and tactical, would broadly relate 

to force levels, operational readiness, status, deployment 

and mobilisation status, electrcnic intelligence for 

electronic warfare, maritime surveillance, including location 

of fleets· and ships, tactical intelligence pertaining main1y 
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to the locaticn, deployment and movement of armoured 

formations and major political and ecooomic trends 

. . 37 
relat~ng to defence preparedness. 

In this cootext Pakistanis plan to launch communica-

ticn satellities in the next few years for quick trans
it 

missicn of information is relevant. But_~Would be most 

di sccncerting it the U.s. decided to supply digital maps 

to be fed l:nto the navigaticn computer# of F-16 for air 

strikes against Indian targets. The posi ticn wmld l::e 

even more serious if Pakistan becomes a beneficiary of 

the IANTIRN system which will bestow an all weather 

·38 {including night) low level navigatioo capability. 

Further, the u.s. also agreed to help Pakistan•s 

armed forces by supplying highly sophisticated equipnents 

which can be used for information gathering. The sophis

ticated weapcns supplied can not be utilised to the 

maximum unless adequate intelligence is available. 

Pakistan's own present and potential capability in this 

field can be broadly classified into tactical fighter 

reconnaissance (racee), strategic/photo recce, maritime 

recee, battlefield surveillance, electrcnics intelligence 

(Elint) and AWACS. While tactical fighter recee can be 

carried out by Mirage III, F-6 and T33 R/I' 37 R aircraft, 

37. The Times of India, 16 April, 1984. 

38. Ibid. 
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strategic/phQto recce can be undertaken by Mirage II~ R, 

and B 57 R; and maritime recce by Atlantic and F-27 

air craft. 
39 

For electronic warfare including Elint, Pakistan 

got the assurance for getting. 

(i) RC-135 and RC-135 V aircraft s F'or electronic 

intelligence gathering and radio-canmunicaticn 

gathering. 

(ii) EC-130 aircraft (PAF also operates C-130 

Hercules) EC-130 E (coronet Solo I.I) : Electrcnics 

surveillance aircraft operated by 193rd elec

tronic combat group EC-130 G/0 s U.s. Navy's 

communication platform for re~aying strategic 

message to submerged submarines. 

EC-13 OH (compass call : operated by 41st 

electronic combat squadron, USAF for jamming 

of hostile command, cootrol and canrnunication 

system. The air borne system also works i~ 

conjunction with ground based electronic counter 

measures systems against hostile c 3 systems. 

(iii) EA-6 B 'PrOwler' aircraft : Four-seater carrier 

borne advanced electronic warfare integral to 

U.s. seventh F'leet deployed in the Arabian sea. 

(Total 10 squadrons in U.s. navy) • Automatic 

detection, identification, direction-finding 

and jammer-set-on sequence against radar/radio 

emissions. Equipment includes AA/AW -99 tactical 

'j arnmin g system with 10 jamming transmitters 

39. R.G.Shawney, "u.s. Electrcnic Eyes for Pakistan", 
The Times of India, 17 April, 1984. 
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in five integrated pods; sensitive surveillance 

receivers in the fin-tip pod for loog-range 

detection of radars. 

iv) Ground based signal/electronic intelligence and 

monitoring facilities. As for AWACS there will 

be s i) E 3 A sentry aircraft with inbuilt 

elint/ECM capabilities, ex-saudi Arabia or USAF. 

v) E-2C Hawkeys carrier borne aircraft, ex-us 

seventh ;1eet in Arabian sea. 

P-3 C and EP-3E Oricn aircraft of the u.s. navy 

to be used for maritime patrol. 40 

During October ,1983 amidst nounting public agitaticn 

for a return to democracy, the C9A had report.edly stepped 

up o:perations in Pakistan to keep "tabs oo and props 

under the Pro-American military regime of President Zia-

ul-Haq". Apparently, it wanted to make sure that he 

does not beccme another Shah of Iran. In view of this, 

the reported u.s. agreement to train Pakistani presidential 

bodyguards is a further step towards ensuring the survival 

of militarY regime. Training of the body guards could 

also prove useful to the U.s. if the need arises for Zia's 

replacement by another general favourably inclined 

41 
towards u.s. interest. 

40. Ibid. 

41. R .G. Shawney, ''U.s. Military Men en Pak Soil'', 
The Times of India, 18 April, 1984. 
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There can be various possible purpose of stationing 

u.s. military personnel in Pakistan# which are as follows a 

(a) The likely installation of highly sensitive 

intelligence gathering and monitoring system 

which the u.s. may not like to hand over to 

Pakistan but would like to retain control over 

information output and share intelligence cnly 

an a selective basis. 

{b) Establishment of a Logistic/command centre an 

Pakistani soi 1 related to the RDF /Central Ccmmand 

like the posi ti cning of the U.s. Military Advisory 

Group in South Vietnam prior to direct U.s. 
involvement in the Vietnam War. 

{c) Setting up a u.s. militarY filtering agency far 

coordinating and conducting military recee 

arou1d Pakistan, especially if systems like SR 71 

and TRIA are to be used. 

{d) Hook-up of the Pak Air Defence Command and 

Control system with that of the u.s. 7th Fleet 

as the u.s. has done with hits AWACS in Saudi 

Arabia which are linked with surface fleet 

operations in the Gulf area and provide target 

data. The use of u.s. AWAC's in Pakistan will 

greatly enhance this crucial role. This would 

assume even greater importance when Pakistan 

acquires the Mohawks and the Hawkeys. Even in 

peace time these aerial platforms would enable 
Pakistan to look upto 300 mm into Indian territory 
and gather information in flight profile# rate 

of flying etc. of all aircraft in Indian air space. 
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(e) The u.s. might propose to instal sane high 

value special weapco systems. Any such system 

is 'bourn to be of very high technology and could 

have serious security implications in the 
. 42 

reg~oo. 

cane of the major objectives of the U.3. behind the 

grant of $ 3. 2 bi lli oo economic and military aid package 

to Pakistan is to prevent the latter from going nuclear. 

In the light of Pakistani declaration regarding success 

in enrich~nt of uranium, one feels that such delcaration 
to 

was/reduce congressional resistance to the proposal 

for stationing the U.s. military perscnnel in Pakistan. 

Despite the over-proclaimed sanctified purpose of 

$3.2 billion aid package to Pakistan, the u.s. has failed 

in preventing Pakistan from attempting to acquire nuclear 

capabilities. President Zia•s indications clearly tes

tifies to Pakistan•s desire of acquiring the so called 

'Islamic Bomb'. With the strategic status of Pakistan 

improved, the U .~ • is not in a posi tioo to sever 

contacts with Pakistan nor to cut the amount of aid. 

Ever since it became clear to the Americans that their 

policy of arming. Pakistan had failed to stop the Zia 

government's plans ~o make the bomb, they began to apPrehend 
43 

that India would perhaps follow the Israeli example 

42. Ibid. 

43. Israel made a premptive attack on the Iraqi nuclear 
reactor in 1982. 
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and attack the Pakistani nuclear facility before it 

was too late. Some of them privately expressed the 

hope that India would lau(·ch such a pre-emptive attack 

an the Pakistani facility, because they saw an Indian 

raid as the only effective way of preventing Pakistan 

frcrn rnakL"'lg the bomb. And this belief prop3lled the 

strategic analysts in Washington to create a scare when 

a cloud formation over a part of India blocked the view 

of an American satellite that could not spot two Indian 

squardons of Jaguars where it had expected to see them~ 

It sent a signal to Washington where analysts thought 

that Jaguars had been redeplo-.ied and that perhaps the 

Indian Air Force was planning to launch a pre-emptive 

44 strike on Pakistan's nuclear facility at Kahuta. 

Pakistan was alerted. It was later found that the Jaguars 

were very much where they had to be and it was clouds 

that had blocked the satellite• s view. 

It was later learnt frQn authoritative sources that 

the u.s. intelligence agencies had deliberately circulated 

a report that India had moved two squardous of Jaguar 

fighter aircraft to a forward base for a pre-emtive 

strike oo· Pakistani nuclear installatioos. This had been 

done to create favourable public opinion .in the U.s. for 

44. The Times of India, (New Delhi) 18 September, 1984. 
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. 45 arms sales to Pakistan. The Pentagcn kne\-1 that the 

'false alarm story• was incorrect and that it was 

in tended to soften the criticism frOm U.s. Senators and 

congressmen who were opposed to the $3.2 billion aid 

to Pakistan, en the plea that it had embarked on a nuclear-

weapons programme. 

There was quite strong opposition from some 

Senate members regarding the ccntinuance of thea aid 

package to Pakistan. Senator Allan Cranstoo announced 

that he wo~ld move an amendments to the budgetary xesolu

tioo (called continuing resolution) to amend that further 

supply of F-16s should be suspended till Pakistan con

vinces the U.s. that it has abandoned its plan to make the 

46 bomb and that it does not already posses such a bomb. 

The Cranston move, though supported by large number 

of Senate members, was opposed by Reagan Administra

tion. With Mr. Reagan tpen emerging as a certainty 

for a second term, there was least possibility of his 

administration getting viable opposition from the non

proliferation lobby in the Senate. 

--------------------------------
45. The Times of India (New Delhi), 6 October, 1984. 

46. The Times of India <New Delhi), 18 September, 1984. 
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The scare created by the Press :ii..eaks was believed 

to create an atmosphere of imminent Indo-Pakistan ccnf lict 

and thus help the I<epublican5to justify their views 

against the demand for cut in the aid to Pakistan. Cf 

course some analyst~ say that the scare may have been 

created to warn the Reagan policy makers that their 

ccrnplacency over the continued military supplies to Pakistan 
not 

and their assumption that such supplies would/have ultimately 

a destablishing effect an the region is unjustified. 

The validity of the first version can be judged from 

the later U.s. moves to give highly offensive arms to 

Pakistan. Experts said that after attempting to soften 

p.1blic opinim the American administration prepared itself 

to supPly Pakistan the surveillance plane, Grumman, E-2C, 

POP.l,larly known in Hawkeye. It is a two engine turboprop 

aircraft·equi~ped with radar facilities that can detect 

targets 300 miles away. It is used over both land and 

sea. These planes operate in canjucticn with fighter jets 

which it can direct towards targets •. Pakistan needed 

the surveillance plane to help its F-16s track the targets. 

Pakistan had also the alternative plan of purchasing the 

transport planes C-130s, in case of ncn-availability of 

Hawkeys planes, and converting them into surveillance 

planes by fitting them with the radar equipnent. The 
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Pakistani foreign Minister, Sahebzada Yakub Khan visited 

Washingtoo in October 1984 to get these p.trchases 

sanctioned. 
47 

The supply to Pakistan first of the Harpoons and 

then the initiative to supply surveillance planes was 

interpreted by Indian sources as proof of earlier Indian 

apprehension that the $ 3.2 billion aid package might 

just be the first instalment of the U.s. - Pakistan 

military alliance, an alliance which most Indian see 

as aimed against their country and not Afghanistan. 

Further, any intelligence sharing arrangements 

between the u.s. and Pakistan will have serious and mani-

fold security implications for India which must be analysed 

now and counter-rneasures planned and implemented ex:pe-

ditiously. Not enough attention has been paid to 

intelligence sharing possibilities. When references 

are made to sophisticated arms supplies to Pakistan it 

should not be interpreted narrowly with reference to the 

weapons platforms only but all supporting systems that 

could contribute to target information and effective 

use of those systems. In this respect, what should 

cause coocern to India more than the hardware is the nature 

of u.s. Pakistan strategic relationship and its cont=nt. 
48 

47. The Times of India• (New Delhi) 14 October, 1984. 

48. The Ti~s of India (New Delhi) 18 April, 1984. 
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With the assumption of the office of the President 

by Reagan for a second term and his pledge to ccntinue 

U.s. support to Pakistan closely signify that the u.s. 

is not going to give up its arms aid policy to Pakistan 

in recent future. 
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The continuous arms supply to Pakistan ·by the 

Reagan Administration is tQe result of a thorough 

reappraisal by the latter, of the relationship 

between the two co~ntries in the wake of Soviet military 

interventicn in Afghanistan. Pakistan's geostrategic 

significance as relatively a stable factor, has cast 

her again into the main focus of the United States 

South Asia policy. The Reagan Administraticn • s 

perceptions have largely been shaped by its attempt 

to give sufficient military aid to its allies thereby 

enabling them to regain their confidence in the u.s. 
as a reliable military partner. After 1971 there was 

no such encouraging relationship between the two coun

tries. The arms embargo had generated great deal of 

dissatisfactioo in both India and Pakistan. Subsequent 

lift of embargo also did not help Pakistan to acquire 

sufficient arms because both the countries had diff

erence of opinions regarding Pakistan•s nuclear policy. 

But the change in the international scenario also had 

a great deal of impact on the u.s.-Pak relationship. 

Soviet intervention in Afghanistan enabled Pakistan to 

acquire a status of 'front-line• state in the u.s. foreign 

policy, and the u.s. felt the need of safeguarding 

Pakistan by supplying it sophisticated ·~apans, so that 
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it can serve as a check to the Soviet expansiooism. 

Pakistan, ever eager to play this role assigned by 

the u.s., readily accepted the u.s. plan. President 

Zia described Pakistan as the ''backdoor 11 to the Persian 

Gulf and noted "unless the backdroor is safe, the 

Gulf is net safe". The United States also came round 

to the view that building ·UP of Pakistan military 

should be an essential part of the plan to streggthen 

the security of the Gulf. The Reagan Administraticn 

assured Pakistan of military, economic and diplomatic 

help and pledged to make the security alliances more 

viable and more effective. 

The Reagan Administraticn is employing arms 

aid more as a weapon of its global strategy to transform 

the region into a zone of its strategic gains and political 

influence rather than building up Pakistan as a strang 

deterrence against the Soviet incursions. The implications 

of such a strategy appear to be quite grave so far as 

the security of the region is concerned. On the other 

hand it helps the military ruling elites of Pakistan to 

pursue their activities to serve their own vested interest. 

This process of.arming Pakistan leads to intensification 

of Soviet presence in Afghanistan instead of reducing it. 

Constant supply of arms to Pakistan naturally generates 
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suspicicns arnoog the Indians as to the purpose of such 

acquisitico. Consequently both the Indo-U.s. as 

well as the Indo-Pakistan rivalry and hostility deepens. 

} ... rem the Pakistani point of view,, Pakistan needs 

more arms to maintain her sovereignty and territorial 

integrity. As discussed earlier, t.he Pakistani top 

military brass cited four possible military contingencies 

which Pakistan might face in the future. They apprehend 

an attack by the Soviet Unicn or a combined attack by 

Soviet Unioo and India, the latter acting as former's 

proxy. Pakistan, from the very beginning and especially 

after her frustrating experience in 1971 Indo-Pak war, 

is in the qonstant pursuit of acquiring military parity 

with India. To achieve this purpose it needs a super 

power's help and the u.s. fulfils the functions to this 

regard. en the pretext of threat perceptim to its 

territory, Pakistan goes for coostant arms acquisiticn 

which raises certain pertinent questions. Is this threat 

perception real and justified'i What are the motives 

behind such acquisition of arms? What are its implications 

for India7 These are the points that needs to be discussed. 

Are Pakistan's threat perception just~fied? 

While analysing the justifiability of the threats 

perceived by Pakistan ooe finds they do not have any viable 

logic. The long presence of the Soviet Unicn in Afghanistan 

and its non-interventicn in Pakistani territory clearly 
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indicates Moscow• s .intention of not extending the ccnf lict 

in the regicn. Though there is occasional attacks on 

Pakistani terri tory, the air crafts involved are Afghan 

and not Russian Pakistan also is very much aware of its 

rrdlitary inferiority as compared to that of the Soviet 

Union and hence it would not embark upon any st.ep that 

would immediately invite the Soviet Wrath. Rather, 

Pakistan has limited the supply of weapcns passing thrrugh 

its terri tory to the Afghan freedom fighters. What 

Pakistan ,.,ants is to make political capital out of this 

situation by which it can demand mare arms from the u.s.A. 

Pakistan's apprehension regarding India acting 

as a proxy of Soviet Unicn and a canbined attack by India 

and Soviet Unicn. on its territory seems unrealistic. 

If India would have been nourishing the .idea of undoing 

the partitioq,it could have dane so when it wan decisively 

in ~he 1971 war. India has repeatedly claimed its desire 

to maintain peace and stability in the subcontinent. If 

at all India tries to hegemanise its neighbour, it will 

lead to the escalation of tensions in the sub-continent 

as well as inside the Indian terri tory. Taking into account 

the cultural diversities existing inside the country, 

any kind of patrcnising attitude will have its repercussicns 

inside India. 
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Further India • s leading positioo in the non-aligned 

world makes it imperative en her part to respect the 

territorial integrity of her neighbours. The very fact 

that India remained ncn-aligned from the very beginning 

testifies to the fact that India wants a p;!aceful and 

harmooious relationship v1i th her neighbours. Any indica

tions of patronising ne~gbbours, on the part of India, 

will bring in strong reactioos from other countries of 

the World. 

In any case any kind of ccmbined attack on Pakistan 

would not be of any help .either to Soviet Unicn or to 

India. Soviet Union does not need Pakistani territory 

to enter into the Gulf. Similarly it would be foolish 

an the part of India to annex Pakistani territory and to 

pursue a continuous anti-insurgent campaign. 

Pakistan•~ claim regarding the lack of sufficient 

arms to counter Soviet attack seems ridiculous. As such 

in the event of any war between Pakistan and Soviet Unim, 

the f orrner can not stand up to the occasicn alene. Such 

kind of ccnf lict wi 11 definitely form part of a bigger 

coof lict where the United States will get involved. So 

far as military parity with India is concerned, the recent 

acquisitions, as discussed earlier, of sophisticated 

weapoos, including the F-16s and Hawkey Planes, by Pakistan, 
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clearly indicates that Pakistan is militarily a~ost at 

par with India. 

Similar is the case regarding Pakistan's nuclear 

programme •. EVer since India exploded the nuclear bomb, 

Pakistan is in constant quest to achieve nuclear capa ... 

bilities. Pakistani nuclear programme, due to the 

hard-headed determination of Z.A. Bhutto and aided by 

the clandestine activities of Dr. Abdul Qadeer Khan, the 

purchases of nuclear equipment by •Project 706' a special 

works organisation, which operated in Europe, the supply 

of 'Yellow cake' from Niger, and nuclear cooperation in 

the initial stages with Canada and France and later with 

China, has progressed a great deal. Today Pakistan's 

nuclear facilities comprise six main units, namely, the 

Karachi Nuclear Power Plant, a pilot reprocessing plant 

at the Pakistan Institute of Science and Technology, a 

centrifuge facility at Kahuta, a heavy water plant at 

Multani. It is also supposed to have received sensitive 

know how from China regarding nuclear weapcn design. Thus, 

so far as technical infrastructure and resources are 

concerned, Pakistan has already acquired the nuclear weapen 

state status. 

The acquisition of nuclear power by Pakistan will 

create a serious security problem for India. With the 

nuclear capability, Pakistan might attempt to seize Kashmir. 

Banihal tunnel is regarded as an ideal target for a nuclear 
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weapon, since, it will cause 'minimum collateral damage• 

and wi 11 cut off the Kashmir Valley from India thus making 

it totally vulnerable to a Pakistani attack. Pakistan 

has always been determined to wrest Kashmir from India• 

and twice it had tried to settle the issue by force of 

arms. Ch both the occasions, Pakistan has been prevented 

fran doing so because of the threat India poze to Pakistan 

in west ~unjab and Sind. Once Pakistan acquires nuclear 

capability this strategic situation would change. 

Pakistan could declare that it intended to use 

its nuclear weapons in a defensive capacity only, that 

is, as a deterrent to an Indian attack on Pakistani 

terri tory. This declaration of nuclear intent would 

enable it to de-emphasise the conventional defence pos~ure, 

thin out the divisicns at present defending the Lahore

Multani fronts and the Southern Sector and ccncentrate 

the division thus made available for the coup de grace 

in Kashmir. 

There are only two defence options for India to 

maintain national security deterrence and detente. There 

must be a degree of deterrence sufficient to force any 

enemy to think twice before committing aggression and not 

to avoid reasonability of nuclear deterrence (the nuclear 

bombs are not meant to be used: the reasons usually advanced 
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are the nuclear barns would be self deterred) • 

The altered strategic environment has forced the 

Reagan Administration to sancticn $3.2 billicn aid package 

to Pakistan, despite the latter's nuclear quest. As 

discussed earlier, such aid enable the u.s. to acquire 

base facilitiesin Pakistan. The advantages to Pakistan 

from this arrangement, on the other hand relate to its 

domestic political scene and Pakistan•s world view. 

It is Zia's contention that the arms serve no other purpose 

than that of a deterrent against potential enemies. But 

the implications behind such acquisition is far-reaching. 

Hoti vating Factor Behind Pakistan • s Arms Acguisi tion 

Acquisition of arms by Zia's regime helped it in 

legitimising its position Zia. being a military dictator, 

does not command the support of his people. His position 

is quite shaky and he might be thrown out any time. Thoogh 

initially Zia lacked support from within as well from 

outside, Afthanistan has changed the situation Zia, 

is shrewed enough to sense his new found worth and he has 

explicited the situation to the maximum. Being loyal 

to t~ Americans, Zia has ccnvinced them of his utility in 

checking the Soviet expansicn in the Gulf. Ch the other 

hand he has secured from the Americans the security of 

his positicn as the supreme ruler of the country. 
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Pakistan, with the assurance of the u.s. support, 

might feel tempted to take a more aggressive stand 

against India. The u.s., to bolster its self-image and 

to build confidence among the Gulf countries (who are 

disillusioned by the fall of Shah of Iran) 1 might feel 

forced to help Pakistan against India. 

Arms supply by the U.s. also encourages Pakistan 

to attain military parity with India. Military parity 

with India is seen as a must in any Pakistani defence 

consideration by the military establishrrent. In the 

wake of a war, Pakistan being a small cou try does not 

have space to retreat. Pakistani military deterrent 

therefore requires the ability to push into enemy territories 

so as to secure defensible salients. So in defence it has 

to attack in scme places. The American arms acquired, 

can be used in this regard and India can be held to a 

stalemate. 

The ambition to achieve military parity with India 

on the part of the Pakistani military rulers can serve 

two objectives. Pakistan is heavily· de}:endent upoo the 

Gulf states for political and ecooanic support. In 

reciprocity it has to serve their security in~rest. 

With military aid from the u.s.A., Pakistan would be 

in a positioo to demonstrate to the Gulf countries, its 

strength and military capabilities. Further a war with 

India will also give scope to Pakistan to affirm its military 

strength and hence get the ccntinuous support from the Gulf 

countries as well as the United States. 
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The military regime in Pakistan, is faced with 

t-remendous domestic problems at present. The Baluchi 

problem is a ccntinuous ooe. After the execution of 

Bhutto, there was a strong protest all over t.~e country 

against the military rule, led by a combined opposition, 

named Movement for Re storat:l~ of Democracy (M.R.D.) • 

General Zia is currently facing stiff oppositicn from 

Pakistan, Peoples• Party (PPP) led by Benazir Bhutto, 

daughter of the executed Prime Minister Z.A. Bhutto. 

When the domestic crises will go out control, the military 

rule might embark upon a war with India which wo~ld, 

atleast tempm·arily, divert the attention of the Pakistanis 

away fran the dQTlestic problems. Though Pakistan claims 

to have returned to democracy, the power still ccntinua1s 

to remain with the military rulers. 

Implications for India 

India expressed her grave concern about the impact 

of U.s. arms supply to Pakistan. What the Indian leaders 

felt was large scale induction of arms to Pakistan will 

disturb the detente in Indo-Pak relationship and WO'.J.ld 

create regional imbalances. The attempt by the Reagan 

Administration to amend the Symington Amendment \vhich pro

hibits the U.s. from supplying arms to the camtries who 



pursue nuclear activities created concern among the 

Indian leadership. India therefore seria~sly questioned 

the rationale behind the applicaticn of U .s.' .. waiver" in 

the case of Pakistan~ Pakist<ll1 with sophisticated weapcn 

in hand, might, with the lack of self-restraint, use them 

against India and that might have grave consequences for 

both the cQlntrie s. The use of b'-16 by Pakistan might 

cause huge loss to India. Similarly the acquisition 

of E-2C Hawke Air-borne warning and centro! system Aircraft 

by Pakistan will enable her to frustrate any surprise Indian 

attack. In the light of such 11unilatera 1 acquisition" 

of the latest defence weaponary by Pakistan, there is 

every reason for India to worry about. 

In order to c Qlnter Pakistani acquisi ticn of arms 

India proposes to go for \-lea pens from u.s .s .R. and ot..'1er 

sources. India intended to purchase Mirage-2000 from 

France and Mig 31 and MiG 33 fran Soviet Unicn. This 

leads to a continuous arms race which has a lot of ominous 

effect• 

From. the U • .5. point of view, the Soviet military 

interventioo in Afghanistan calls for a cautious and 

realistic assessment of the security problems of Pakistan 

and the strategic environment of the sub-continent• 

The U .3. approach regarding meeting the Soviet challenge 
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does not seem ccngruous and relevant. The U .~. 

adhoc .. tactical gimmicks" ~t:cn •t help in reducing the 

tension in the sub-continent, rather escalating it. 

Questions regarding the extent of U.s. involvement in 

case of an Indo-Pak war always arise in the minds of analysts. 

The viability of U.S • .China~akistan.axis as against 

Soviet pressure in the regioo is also a matter to be 

scrutinized. The real questicn at this poi.."'lt is whether 

the Reagan Administration will stay out of the sub~anti 

nental tensi(ns or will provide total support to Pakistan. 

The relatic:nship of the. Reagan Administratioo 

with the rndian government is quite strained. This can be 

seen fran the U .5. disregard to Indian opposi ticn regard

ing the sale of F -16 to .Pakistan. In case of I .M.F. 

loan of $5 billicn to India, the u.s. did not support 

India's cause wholeheartedly. Policy makers in Washingtcn 

feel that India is too close to Moscow. But in case of . 

a Indo~akistan War, the u.s. might not intervene physically. 

The collapse of the u.s. policy in Vietnam in 197i had coo

vinced the u.s. strategists that regional affairs should 

not- be globalised by the way of direct interventicn. 

What the u.s. can do in such an event is to provide 

Pakistan with more arms and spare parts at throw away 

prices. This can be done with the help of a third party. 

The Pakistani leaders had expressed their strong dissatis-

faction regarding the 
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the wars wlth India. This has been so far, a major point 

of difference between both the countries. But with 

renewed friendship and changed strategic environment, 

it is quite possible that the u.s. must have guaranteed 

full suport to Pakistan in case of a War. 

Both the u.s.A. and Pakistan are well aware of 

each other • s need and both try to achieve their own 

objectives by fostering friendship between them. Pakistan 

is no more a passive ally providing facilities and 

intelligence to theUSA but has become a prOX}'" state, armed 

sufficiently to guard the U.s. interest. But this new 

role of Pakistan has serious implications for India. 

Pakistan acquires arms from the u.s.A. because its 

security is threatened. cne finds ccntradiction in Pakis

tan's security needs because for defence purpose Pakistan 

needs offensive first-strike caPability. Further after 

dizmemberment in the 1971 war, Pakistan has be·en reduced 

territorially but its defence needs have become much more. 

Further, the arms, are acquired by a regime which does 

not have popular base and which quite alienated from 

the people of the country. 

With the arms acquisiticn from the U.s. Pakistan 

also goes for arms from other countries and this is not 

discouraged: by the U.s. France and China are major arms 

supplier to Pakistan and Saudi Arabia helps Pakistan econo

mically. This helps Pakistan in following. her cherished 

goal of acquiring military parity with India. In the u.s. 
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Pak relaticnship, Pakistan is no more in a sub-serv:ient 

stage. With the increased u.s. interest in the Gulf 

and the Soviet intervention in Afthanistan, Pakistan is 

in a position atleast to demand more aid from the u.s.A. 

The USA is also readily willing to support Pakistan. 

The U.s. unlike on previous occasicns has refused to give 

"IUblic or private assurance to New Delhi that Washingtcn 

would not let U.s. weaponry be used in an Indo-Pakistan 

conf lict11
• Thus an armed Pakistan will feel quite 

encouraged, with the tacit u.s. support, to demonstrate 

its power in the sub-continent and establish its supremacy 

over the arch ri.val India. This will, cQ'lsequently 

force India to join the arms race to maintain the balance 

in the region. 

The transformation of Pakistan into a strategic base 

of the u.s.-china sponsored security frame work for the 

subcontinent is bound to have impact upoo India •s security 

and political affair which might eventually undergo a 

critical change. 

The continuous and excessive military aid to Pakistan 

and to the Afghan rebels by the u.s. might provoke u.s.s~R. 

which being a strategically favourable position might 

resort to serious reprisals. One can also visualise the 

possibility of the Soviet Unicn helping the secessionists 
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in Pakistan which can create difficulties for the otherwise 

highly unst3ble Pakistani government. Further if the arms 

supply to Pakistan by the u.s. remains unabated, in due 

course of time, all other countries in the regioo will 

be entangled in a war. D..1e to the changes in the security 

environment and because of the highly soPhisticated arms 

collected by both the countries in the region, the possible 

involverrent of other countries can also be visualised. 

The past thirty years of history bears the testimony 

of two Indo-Paki wars, leaving aside the bid to infiltrate 

Indian territory by the Pakistanis. Pakistan has been a 

constant recepient of arms from the u.s. since 1954. 

Itself being in a economically backward position, Pakistan 

can not go for weapcn productioo all alooe. With the 

require~ help of the USA it has dared to attack India 

earlier. So, it is but natural that with the recent acqui

si tioo of sophisticated arms frcm the U.s. Pakistan won •t 

hesitate to embark upon a more drastic step against India. 

The F -16s which Pakistan has acquired will not be useful 

in Afghanistan and Pakistan wculd not dare to use them 

against the Soviet Unioo. So consequently these are 

meant against India. Th~se planes are quite dangerous 

in the sense they have the capability to strike at far 

away cities in India. Similar is the case with E-2C 

airborne early warning system, that can keep an eye on 

not only any Indian J;iane within a range of 600 kms but 

can also vector Pakistan attacking aircraft. Simultaneously 

in three different configurations, each independent of 
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the other. Though India is trying to match Pakistani 

capability, it is doing so at the cost of its own economy. 

While analysing the above C<Xlditicns existing in 

the sub-continent one car"l not become hopeful about a healthy 

Indo-tJ .s. relationship, especially in the face of latter•s 

determination to induce massive arms into Pakistan. The 

only way to reduce tension in the sub-continent is the 

disengagement of the U.s. which seems to be a wishful 

thinking. But this seems to be the only solutic::n. 

Both the super powers should exercise considerable restraint 

on their activities. <Illy a tensicn free Indian subconti

nent (which is de pendent upon the super power disengagement 

from the area) will enable both India and Pakistan to 

develop bilateral relationship and to solve all conflicts 

strictly in accordance with the Simla agreement of 1972. 

Further India and Pac istan, both being developing countries, 

can divert their resources away from defence expenditure 

and towards developmental programnes. Though the U.s. 

disengagement from the area seems to be a distant dream, 

one hopes u.s. realizes here follies of straining her own 
as 

as well{. other country's ecooomies by military and politica:l 

engagements. 
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ARNS S'UPPLll:::S TG Pl\.KIS'r/1..~ 

1971-84 ' 

Date NuMt-.er Item 

1 2 3 

Aircrafts 

1971 

1971 

1971 

1972 

1972 

1972 

1972 

1974 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1977 

1976-77 

1978 

1979 

3 Northrof F'-5 Freedcrn fighter 

2 Aerospatiale Alouette II 

10 DHC-2 Beaner 

60 F-6 (1"1iG-19) 

10 Alouettee III 

28 Dassault Mirage V fighrer 

2 Dassault Mirage III traiper 

47 Saab MP' I -17 

6 Seaking helicopters 

40 F-5 fighter 

1 MiG-19 fighter 
squardam 

10 

10 

60 

35 

32 

Mirage III fighter 

Mirage V fighter 

F-6 fighter 

Puma helicopters 

Mirrage III E f ighter/banber 

Supplier 

4 

Libya 

Saudi 
Arabic.:. 

Saudi 
Arabia 

China 

France/ 
Pakistan 

France 

France 

Sweden 

U:K 

Iran 

China 

France 

France 

China 

France 

France 

l2'l 

Comment 

5 

Believed to have 
been resumed 
after 1971 war. 

Produced under 
licence in 
Pakistan 

24 previously 
!)Urchased 

Brings total to 
120. 
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' 1 

1979 

1980 

1980 

1980 

1981 

1982-

1982-84 

1984 

1983-84 

1983-84 

Mi ssles: 

1973 

1976 

1975-77 

1976 

1976 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1980-83 

1981-83 

1982-83 

1983-84 

1984 

2 

32 

65 

18 

24 

120 

840 

200 

350 

20 

192 

__ _, _ _, __ _ 
- ~ - - - - - - - -

3 4 5 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mirrage V fiqhter 

F-6 fighter 

Mirrage V fighter 

SM-10 19E Light Plane 

F -16A Fighter/Strike 

SA-316 B Helicopter 

Q-5 Pantan-A Fighter/Ground 
Attack 

E-2C Hawkey A.EW 

Hode 1 209 AH-lS Helicopter 

·ov -lOA, Brooco Trainer /CIOIN 

SAM-6 SA-missiles 

Al--1-39 Excocet ASM 

R-550 Magic AAM 

AAH 

TOri ATM 

AIH-IP AAM 

CSA-1 SAM 

R-550 Magic AAM 

R-550 Magic AAM 

R-530 AAM 

AH-39 Exocet/AshM 

BGM -71A TOW ATM 

RGM 84 A Harpooo Sh Sh H 

China 

Fr<:mce 

France 

Italy 

U.S .A. 

Italy 

China 

U.s .A. 

U.s .A. 

U.s .A. 

China 

i''rance 

France 

u.s .1\.. 

u.s .A. 

u.s .A. 

China 

France 

France 

:r""'rance 

France 

u.s.A. 

u.s.A. 

1981 ( 2) 
1983 (10, 
1984 ( 20) 
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Naval Vessels! 

1970-71 

1971-72 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1979 

1980 

1900 

1983 

1984 

3 

9 

2 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

.Sut-marin e "Daphne 11 class 

Motor boats 11 Sanghai 11 class 

Frigate "Whitby'" class 

Submarine "Daphne" class 

Destroyer "h11i tby" class 

Submarine "Agosta 11 class 

"Romeo 11 class Submarine 

Destroyer "Gearing" class 

Destroyer "Arcadia 11 class Tender 

Destroyer "Gearing 11 class 

Armoored Fighting Vehicles~ 

1970-71 110 T-59 MBT 

1971-72 100 T-59 MBT 

1973 300 H-113 APC 

1974 150 T-59 MBT 

1975 100 M-48 MBT 

1980 1000 T-59 MBT 

1983-84 M-109 A2 155rrnn SPH 

1984-85 M-109 A2 155mm SPH 

1984 M-198 155rrrn TH 

1984 M-88 AR ARV 

1984 M-901 TOW APC 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

129 

4 5 
- - - - - - - - - -

France 

China 

UK 

France 

UK 

France 

China 

France 

u.s.A. 

U.S .A. 

China 

China 

u.s.A. 

China 

Iran 

China 

U.s .A. 

U.s .A. 

U.S .A. 

u.s.A. 

u .. s .• A .• 
- - - - - - - -

Source:: Arms Trade Registers, Arms Trade with the Third World, (SIPRI 1975) 
SIPRI Yearbook 1971 to 1985. 



- ... ---, 
I 
I 

Recipients~ 
I 
I 

I 

- - - - - ..!. 

India 

Pakistan 

Total ~ 

TGrAL ARMS TRANSFER CF !V'.~.AJCR SUPPLIERS TO INDIA AND PAKISTAN 
1976 - 1980 

(in millicn C'.lrrent US $ ) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I 

1 Suppliers 
Total:----~--------------~----r-------~--------~--------------,--------~--

-\_U~A _l_u~s~ l ~r:'~el ~K _ ~=~~i:~ ~~~~~~ial I~a~y _I ~o~a~d _I !:~i;.<!~~~~~l:-l others. 

2800 so 2300 50 160 10 70 40 30 10 30 

1100 220 20 390 20 50 10 350 

3900 270 2320 440 180 60 70 50 30 10 380 

-,-----------------------------·--------------M----------------------~----~----------------------------

Source ~ ACDA, Table III, p. 120. 
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APPENDIX I 

MU'l'iJAL DEFWSE ASSISTANCE AGREEMENT S!G'JED BY 
THE UNrrED S"rATES AND PAKISI'AN A'l' KARCHI, 

Mav 1 9 , 19 5.1 • 

The Government of the United States of America 

and the Government of Pakistan. 

Desiring to foster international peace and 

security within the fr.:.tmevJOrk of the Charter of the . 

United Naticns thro-1gh measures which will further t.l-te 

ability of naticns deidcated to the PJ.rposes and prin-

ciples of the Charter to participate effectively in 

arrangements for individual and collective self-defense 

in support of these p.rrposes and principles.: 

Reaffirming their determination to give their full 

cooperatioo to the efforts to provide the United Naticos 

with anned forces as contemplated by the Charter and to 

participate in United Nations collective defense arrange-

ments and measur~s, and to obtain agreement on universal 

regulation and reduction of armaments under adequate guar-

an tee against violation or evasion; 

Taking into cc:nsideratioo the support which the 

Government of the United States has bro•.lght to these 

principles by enacting the Mutual Defense Assistance 

Act of 1949 as amended, and the Mutual Security Act of 

1951, as amended; 



Desiring to set forth the condi ticns which 

v1ill. govern the furnishing of such assistance; 

Have agreed s 

Article I 
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1. The Government of the United States will make 

availdble to the Government of Pakistan such equil')nent, 

materials, services or other assistance as the Government 

of the United States may authorise in accordance with 

such terms and conditions as may be agreed. The furnishing 

and use of such assi st:mce shall be ccnsisten t with 

the charter of the United N atioos. Such assistance as 

may be made available by the Government of the United 

States pursuant to this Agreement will be furnished under 

the provisions and subject to all the terms# conditions 

and termination provisions of the Mut-.1al Defense Assistance 

Act of 1949 and the Mutual Security Act of 1951, acts 

amendatory of supplementary thereto, appropriation 

acts thereunder, or any other applicable legislative 

provisioos. The two Governments will, fran time to time, 

negotiate detailed arrangements necessary to carry out 

the provisions of this paragraph~ 

2. The Government of Pakistan will use this 
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assistance exclusively to maintain its internal 

security, its legitimate self-defense, or to permit 

it to participate in the defense of the area, or in 

the United Natioo s collective security arrangements and 

measures, and Pakistan will not, wi thOtlt the prior 

agreement of the Government of the United States, 

devote such assistance to p.J.rposes other than those fur 

which it was furnished. 

3. Arrangements will be entered into under 

which equipnent and materials furnished .P.Irsuant to this 

Agreement and no longer required or used exclusively for 

the purposes for which originally made available \-li 11 

be offered for return to the Government of the United 

States. 

4. The Government of Pakistan will not transfer 

to any per sen not an officer or agent of that Government, 

or to any other naticn, title to or possession of any 

equipment, materials, property, information, or services 

received under this Agreement, without the prior consent 

of t~e Government of the United states. 

5. The Government of Pakistan will take such 

security measures as may be agreed in each case between 

the two Governments in order to prevent the disclosure 

or compromise of classified military articles, services 

or information furnished pursuant to this Agreement. 
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6. Each Government will take appropriate measures 

consistent with security to keep the ?J.blic info.rmed 

of operaticns under this figreement. 

7. The two Governments will establish procedures whereby 

the Government of Pakistan will so deposit, segregator 

assure title to all funds allocated to or derived from 

any program of assistance undertaken by the ;.Gooemrrrent 

of the United States so that such ftmds shall not, 

except as may otherwise be mutually agreed, be subject 

to garnishment attachment, seizure or other legal process 

by any person, arm, agency, corporation, organisation 

or government. 

Article II 

The two governments will, upon request of either 

of them negotiate appropriate arrangements between 

them relating to the exchange of patent rights and tech

nical information for defense which will expedite such 

exchanges and at the same time protect private interests 

and maL~tain necessary security safeguardso 

Article III 

1. The Government of Pakistan will make available 

to t.l)e Government of th~ United States rupees for the· use 
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the later Government for its adrni;:1istrative and operating 

expenditures in connectim w.i th carrying out the IUrposes 

of this Agreement. The two Governments will forthwith 

ini t.:!.ate discussions with a view to determining the amount 

of such rupees and to agreeing upoo arrangements for 

the furnishing of such funds. 

2. The Government of Pakistan will, except as 

may otherwise be mutually agreed grant duty-free treatment 

on importatioo or exportation and exempticn from internal 

taxation upon products, property, materials or equipment 

imported into its territory in connection with this 

Agreement or any simi.lar Agreement between the Government 

of the United states and the Government of any other coon try 

receiving military assistance. 

3. Tax relief will be accorded to all expenditure 

in Pakistan by, or an behalf of, the Government of the 

United States for the comrnoo defense effort, il)cluding 

expenditures will be net of taxes. 

Article IV 

1. The Government of Pakistan will receive personnel 

of the Government of the United States who will discharge 

in its territory the responsibilities of the Government 

of the United States under this Agreement and who will be 
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accorded facilities and authority to observe the 

progress of the assistance furnished pursuant to this 

Agreement.. Such persoonel who are Unit~d States na:tionals, 

including personnel temporarily assigned, will, in 

their relatioos with the Government of Pakistan, operate 

as a part of th~ Embassy of the United states of America 

under the direction and ccntrol of the Chief of the 

Diplomatic Mission, and will have the sal't'e privileges ad 

and immunities as are accorded to other personnel with 

corresponding rank of the Embassy of the United States 

who are United States nationals. Upoo appropriate noti-

fll,caticn by the Government of the United States the 

Government of Pakistan will grant full diplomatic status 

to the senior military merrber assigned under this Article 

and the senior Army, Navy and Air Force officers and their 

res~cti ve irranediate .;!ieputies. 

2. The Government of Pakistan will grant exempticn 

from import and export duties on persooal property 

imported for the persooal use of such personnel or of 

their families and will take reasonable administrative 

measures to facilitate and expedite the importatioo and 

exportation of the personal property of such personnel 

and their families. 
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Article v 

1. The Government of Pakistan wills 

(a) join in pranoting international understanding and 

goodwill, a~d maintaining world peace; 

(b) take such action as may be mutually agreed upon to 

eli:ninate causes of international tension; 

(c) make, consistent with its political and economic 

stability, ~he full contribution permitted by its 

manpower, resources, facilities and genera 1 economic 

condition to the development and maintenance of its 

own defensive strength and the defensive strength 

of the free world; 

(d) take all reasonable measures which may be needed 

to develop its defense capacities; and 

(e) take appropriate steps to insure the effective utili

zation of the economic and military assistance 

provided by the United states. 

2. (a) The Government of Pakistan will, 

consistent with the Charter of the United Nations, 

furnish to the Government of the United States, or to 

such other governments as the Parties hereto may in 

each case agree upoo, such equipment,. materials, servic;as 

or other assistance as may be agreed upon in order to 

increase their capacity for individual and collective 

self -defence and to facilitate the:i.r effective partici-

pation in the United Nations system for collective security. 
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(b) In conformity with the principle of mutual 

aid, the Government of Pakistan will facilitate the 

producticn and transfer to the Government of the United 

s·tates, for such period of time, in such quantities 

and upcn such terms and c<ndition s as may be agreed upoo, 

of raw and semi~processed materials required by the 

United States as a result of deficiencies or potential 

deficiencies in its own resources, and which may be 

available in Pakistan. Arrangements for such transfers 

sha 11 give due regard to reasonable requirements c£ 

Pakistan for domestic use and commercial export. 

Article VI 

In the interest of their mutual security the 

Government of Pakistan will co-operate with the Govern

ment of the United States in taking measures designed to 

control trade with nations which threaten the maintenance 

of world peace. 

Article VII 

1. This Agreement shall enter into force on the 

date of signature and will ccntinue in force until ooe 

year after the receipt by either party of written notice 

of the intention of the other party to terminate it, 

except that the provisions of Article !~·paragraphs 2 and 

4, and arrangements entered into under Article I, paragraphs 
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3, 5 and 7, and under Article II, shall remain in force 

unless otherv.rise agreed by the t¥JO Governments. 

2. The two Governments will, upoo the request 

of either of them, coosult regarding any matter relating 

to the. apPlication or amendment of this Agreement. 

3. This Agreement shall be registered with 

the secretariat of the United Nations. 

Done in two copies at Karachi the 19th day of 

May one thousand nine hundred and fity four. 

For the Governrnent 

of the 

United states of America 

JOHN K. .l!:MERSCN 

Charge d'Affaires a.i. 
of the 

United States of America 

For the Government 

of Pakistan. 

ZAFRU LI.AH KHi\N 
Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and Commonwealth 

Relatioos 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Source : Peter v. Curl, ed., Documents on American 

Foreign Relations, 1954 (New York, Harper & 
Brothers, 1955), pp. 379-83. 
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APP.EN DIX I I 

Agreement signed at Ankara March 5, 1959; 

Entered into force March 5, 1959 • 

. Agreement of cooperation between the Government 

of United States of America and the Government of Pakistan. 

The Government of tr.e United States of America 

and the Government of Pakistan. 

Desiring to implement the Declaraticn in which 

they associated themselves at London an July 28, 1958; 

Considering that under Article I of the Pact 

of Mutual Coo:p::!ration signed at Baghdad en February 24, 

1955, the parties signatory thereto agreed to cooperate 

for their security and defense, and that, similarly, 

as stated in the above-mentioned oeclaration, the Govern-

ment of the United States of America, in the interest of 

world peace, agreed to cooperate with the Governments 

making that D~claratian for their security and defense; 

Recalling ~hat, in the above-mentioned Declaration, 

the members of the Pact of Mutual Cooperation making 



that Declaration affirmed their determination to main-

tain their collective security ~nd to resist aggressicn,. 

direct or indirect; 

Considering further that the Government of the 

United States of America is associated with the work 

of the major committees of the Pact of Mutual Cooperation 

signed at Baghdad en February 24,. 1955. 

Desiring to strengthen peace in accordance with 

the principles of the Chart.er of the United Naticns; 

Affirming their right to COOP=rate for their security 

and defense in accordance with Article 51 of the Charter 

of the United Nations; 

Considering that the Government of the United 

States of America regards as vi tal to its national 

interest and to world peace the preservaticn of the 

independence and integrity of Paki·stan; 

Recognising the authorisation of to furnish 

appropriate assistance granted to the President of the 

United States of Arrerica by the Coogress of the United 

States of America in the Mutual Security Act of 1954,. 

as amended,. and in the Joint Resoluticn to Promote Peace 

and Stability in the Middle East; and 

Conside~ing that similar agreements are being entered 
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into by the Government of the United States of America 

and the Government of Iran and Turkey, respectively, 

Have agreed as follows: 

Article I 

The Government of Pakistan is determined to 

resist aggression. In case of aggression against Paklstan, 

the Governnent of the United States of Arrerica, in 

accordance with the coostitutian of the United States 

of America, will take such appropriate action, including 

the use of armed forces, as may be mutually agr~€d 

upon and as in envisaged in the Joint Resolution to 

Promote Peace and Stability in the Middle East, in 

order to assist the Government of .Pakistan at its 

request. 

Article II 

The Government of the United States of America, 

in accordance with the Mutual Security Act of 1954, 

as amended and related laws of the United States of 

America, and with applicable agreements heretofore 

or hereafter entered into between the Government of 

the United States of America and the Government of 

Pakistan, reaffirms that it will continue to furnish 
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the Government of Pakistan· s~.1ch military and economic 

assistance as may be mutually agreed upon between 

the Government of the United States of America and 

the Government of Pakistan, in order to assist the 

Government of Pakistan in the preservation of its 

national independence and integrity and in the 

effective promotion of its economic development. 

Article III 

The Government of Pakistan undertakes to utilize 

such rnili tary and eccnomic assistance as may be provided 

by the Government of the United States of America in 

' a manner cansooant with the aims and purposes set forth 

by the Governments associated in the Declaration signed 

at London en July 28, 1958, and for the purpose of 

·effectively promoting the economic development of Pakistan 

and of preserving its national independence and integrity. 

Article IV 

The Government of the United States of America 

and the Government of Pakistan will cooperate with the 

other Government assoc.iated in the Declaration signed 

at Londcn en July 28, 1958, in order to prepare and 

participate in such defensive arrangements as may be 

mutually agreed to be desirable, subject to the other 

applicable provisions of this agreement. 
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Article V 

The provisions of the present agreement do 

not affect the cooperaticn between the two Governments 

as envisaged in other international agreements or 

arrangements. 

Article VI. 

This agreement shall enter into force upon 

the date of its signature .and shall continue in force 

until one year after the receipt by either Government 

of written notice of the intention of the other Government 

to terminate the agreement. 

Dare in duplicate at Ankara, this fifth day of 

March, 1959. 

For the Government of the United States of America& 

SEAL FlETCHER WARREN • 

For the Government of Pakistan a 

SEAL SAYID M. HASSAN 

- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sources ••Proposed US Assistance and Arms Transfer to 

Pakistan J An Assessment", Report of a Staff 
Study Mission to Pakistan and India, submitted 
to the Committee en Foreign Affairs, US House 
of Representative (Washingtcn J 20 November 1981). 
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APPENDIX III 

Reported Resu~pt}on of Arms suEply by USA to Pakistan 

Statement of E.xtemdl Affairs Ivlinister Sh. Y.B. Chavan 
in I...ok Sabha. 

Government of India has received reports that the 

United states is considering the possibility of resuming 

arms supplies to Pakistan. Press despatches from 

Washington and Islamabad have also hinted that the 

10 -year old American <inTis emba·rgo may be lifted and that 

the United States may supply sophisticated weapons to • 

Pakistan. According to our informaticn. this questicn 

was also discussed during P1.·ime t-1inister Bhutto• s official 

visit to Washingtcn en 5th and 6th February although 

no decisicn has been anno~nced. 

The Government of India views the supply 

of American weapons to Pakistan with grave concern as 

it will have serious repercussions oo the peace and 

stability of the sub-continent. We have taken up this 

matter with the U.s. Government at the highest level 

and have brought to its attention the ccnsequences of the 

reveral of their present policy on the proc:ess of norma-

lisaticn on the sub-continent •. Ch 28th January, I 

addressed a letter to the Secretary of State en this 

subject and conveyed to him our deep ccncern about the 

harmful effects of arms supplies to Pakistan on the peace 

of this region well as en Indo-American relations 
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particularly emphasised that Pakistan fears about a 

military threat from India are wholly fanciful and 

unwarranted as both India and Pakistan are c~mitted 

in the Simla Agreement to work for friendly and harmc:oious 

relationship and the establishment of durable peace in 

the sub-cc:otinent and to settle all their differences 

through peaceful means. 

It has always been India•s policy to promote peace, 

stability, cooperation and good-neighbourly relations 

among the countries of this area en the basis of equality, 

soverignty and respect for independence and territorial 

integrity of all states. Despite the unfortunate past, 

we have made special efforts to bring about normalisatirn 

and reconciliation with Pakistan. Thanks to these 

efforts, we have succeeded to some extent in improving 

relations between the two countries in spite of the slow 

progress in the implementation of the Simla Agreement. 

These hopeful trends will be jeopardised - and the promise 

of cooperatico replaced by the spectre of ccnfrcntation

by an 1\merican decision to induct sophisticated weapons 

into the sub-continent. It will not only create new 

tensions between India and Pakistan b~t also revive old 

misgivings about the United States role in the region. 
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In recent months, both India and the United 

States have made sincere efforts to imprcve their 

relations. The Secretary of State himself sta.t·ed 

while in India last year that the United States 

does not wish to encourage an arms race in the sub-. 

continent. In view of the past history of the 

Indo-r\rnerican relatioos, it is our earnest hope that 

the United States wi 11 carefully considar all implica

tions its decision to supply weapcns to Pakistan will 

have en the relatioos bet·ween our two countries. 

~te also trust that the United states Government will 

not reverse its present policy of ncn-inductioo 

of weapons into the sub'I'Ca1tinent as this could not 

be in the interests of the United States, India, Pakistan, 

or peace of this region. 

- - - - - - - -
__ .. ,. ___ _ 

source: India, Lok Sabha Debates, 18th February, 1975. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Reported Resumpticn of_Arms sur;ply by USA to .:Paki~ 

Statement. of J::;xte.rnal Affairs Minister Sh. Y .B. Chavan in 
Rajya. Sabha. 

Mr. Vice-chairman, Sir, I am indeed grateful 

to hon. Members for giving me this secood opportunity 

to discuss and express my vie\'JS on this very important 

debate that is going co in the country about the arms 

supply to Pakistan by the U.s .A. Many Members have 

particir,:!Clted in it and different shades of national 

opinicn from anxiety, concern, disappointment and regret 

to resentment, have been expressed •. I see·all shares 

of opinicn expres~ed in this debate. And it is very 

heartening to see shades - Right, Centre and Left - are 

completely united in rejecting this pclicy, is disapproving 

of the policy decision taken by the United States in 

supplying arms - or in lifting the embargo on arms 

supply-to Pakistm • I would not like to repeat the whole 

thing but I would like to give some background as 

to how it is that the whcle situation came about. We 

know the history of the last few years, nearly ten years, 

At one tin~, America on· its own decided that giving tr~s 

sort of lethal arms either to India or Pakistan was not 

going to help peaceft1l ccnditioos in the sub-continent; 

it· was not that they completely stopPed the supply of 

arms. Some are non -lethal and sorre lethal weapons. Tre 
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decision was that they would not give lethal weaspans. 

But there was something in that system of arms supply 

by the imperial poHers. · Sometimes there are some ccrn

:r:ulsicns which force them to make some sort of an excepticn 

because in 1970, they made some 'ane time exception' 

which ultimately resulted, as we know, in further 

belligerency and militant attitude which resulted in 

Pakistan's armed aggression against India. Admittedly, 

there was that tilt. Admittedly, there were certain 

positive results of what happened on the sub-continent. 

India errerged as a country VJhich stood for justice, for 

the liberation of the oppressed people. Justice was 

en its side and the cause it supported was so just that 

it got victory. And having achieved a military victory, 

we took a series of initiatives and started a new 

process, on our own, of detente an the sub-continent, 

of understanding that without the interference of any 

of the big powers, it is better that we take our own 

initiatives, be liberal, be very generous , and try to 

remove the tensions in this area, because that is the 

only way of bringing about peace in the world. What 

exactly is detente process'? Detente process is a 

position which would remove areas of tensioo, understan.ding. 

the necessity and the com:r.ulsicns of co-eXistence-

between two powers. This was exactly what was happening. 

and actually it was our intention. It was, I think, 
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the necessity of the time to see that the forces which 
6 

interfered with this process of normalisatitn of rela-

tionship should also be neutralised, that they should 

also be encouraged to support this process, that powers 

which by inter¢ference always created this sort of an 

imbalance should be encouraged to support this policy. 

So, the genesis of the discussion with Dr Kissinger, 

really s}:eaking arose out of this objective cooditicn 

and of certain historical necessity, to which there was 

some respoose from the other side. That does not mean 

that we were deceived or somebody was trying to work 

out the theory of decepticn I am saying, at least we 

were not deceived: 

I can assure not only Mr. Bh\lpeBh Gupta, but 

also every other Member of this House that none of us 

was deceived. we know, I am not disclosing the 

discussions because that is not done. But I would like 

to tell this honourable House and the CQ.lntry that when 

we decided to sit down and discuss with them, we really 

wanted to find out what are the p:rceptions, intensicns, 

of tbe Americans in Asia, inthe sub-ccntinent, in South 

East Asia, in the Gulf count.x: ies. What are their intenticns 

about certain positive·processes that they have started 

in this part of the world? v~at exactly is the significance 
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of the understanding of the ne"' type of relationship 

that was built in Asia with China'? Is it an understanding 

be tv.:een U.s. and China'? If it is then it is we 11 and 

good because we wanted their relations to be good. 

But we certainly wanted to know whether it is going 

to be at the cost of any other nation, particularly 

we in this country. So we started those discussions. 

we wanted to under stand as to what exactly is the posi ticn. 

Now I think it is a known fact that what Mr. Kissinger 

told us what he made in his public statements, we have 

also let it known. Anyhow, it seems that they are 

t.aking wrong decisioos at wrong times or possibily right 

decisions at wrong times. I do not know what it is. 

But they decided, and I think it is a good thing that 

they decided before I went there; otherwise my going to 

Washington, immediately after the decision was taken, 

would have given a greater sense of disappointment or 

greater sense of being cheated-- I am glad to use a wrong 

word rather tl:at way. Therefore, in that sense we are 

not deceived. 

The point is what are we to do. We sti 11 want 

mature relaticnship with all the countries. we want 

mature relationship with the all countries. What we 

are trying to say is not merely a verbal protest, as my 
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hon•bl~ friend, Mr. Subramanian Swamy, is afraid to say. 

What we are trying to show is the fallacies of the 

policies that have been followed by these big powers. 

The arguments that they have given in support of \-.lhat they 

have done are untenable, invalid •••• 

We 11, this is the way we use a word, and ·their 

incredibility is likely to be accepted in this country. 

And this .:i..s what Mr. T .N. Kaul says. NovJ let us take 

it argument by argument. They say, "Here is our ally. 

And we are in a very curio...1s positioo. Here is our 

ally to wbom the other count.ries are giving weapoos ... 

And then he saw that they did not give weapcns. This is 

2- rather very absured arg,..unent that has been made for 

the last go m~y yQd.rs Py American statesmen, fran Pre~ident 

Eisen hewer down to Mr. Kissing~r; t~Q PrG~Qnt ~dmins-
us 

trator. Then they say that they wanted/to be their fri~nd~-

we 11 these two things look rather coottadictory. 

They are also having friendship with China and they 

are also having detente. They want friendship with Russia 

and they also want friendship with India. Thus they want 

Pakistan as an ally. Ally against whom? They are very 

intelligent ~ople and I am entitled to ask them the 

questic:n. You want Pakistan as your ally, but ally 
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against whcm. 

The other point is that he openly said that they 

are not interested and tr.ey wi 11 not encourage arms 

race. N C'hv they lift the emba.rgo and te 11 us that they 

would like to supply arms to Pakistan in the interest 

of security to keep the strategic balance. Is it 

not encouraging the arm race"? If not, what is it? 

Either your words have no meaning or those people 

who say and those people who listen do not under

stand. I really do not understand, it is very diffi

cult. They said Pakistan feels insecure. Well, 

that is the subjective feeling of a country. 

But you must put some objective test for it. As a 

matter of fact, after the liberation of Banglaci:es'tl 

Pakistan may have contracted in its territory, but 

Pakistan has become more compact from the security 

point of view. From the point of view of arms strength 

from the point of view of man-power Pakistan is more 

powerful today than it was in 1971. It is a fact. 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ 

source' India, f<.ajya Sabha, Debates Vol. 91,Nos. 11.;... 20 
1975. 
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